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In this dissertation, I detail the process I went through to create a new asset 
allocation product, with the intention of beating inflation over the long term, in the 
south african flnandal mari<et space. This process has been a cobibutor to the 
creation of my model for new product development In the financial mari<et space. 
Simulation is at the core of this process. At the outset, I cover a brief history and 
oontextualise absolute return funds, looking at the difference between an absolute 
return fund, a balanced fund and a hedge fund. The move from defined benefit to 
defined conbibution pension funds and the impact this has had on consulting 
actuaries risk appetites is visited. My concern in this regard is that capital preservation 
is being maximised, at the expense of capital growth, without taking into account the 
devastating effects of inflation. 
The context of this study takes the form of three case study papers. The first paper 
addresses my concern that investment professionals are not totally aware of the 
factors driving investment performance. The second· paper deals with the question of 
whehter it is possible to generate positive returns over time, even if the investment 
process being used is a random Signal, through an effective cash management 
process. Building on the learnings from the first two papers, in the third paper, I seek 
to create an Investment product which delivers the appropriate risk adjusted returns 
to investors. I make the case for an absolute return fund in this regard. 
I frame the study in the form of a set of research questions, based on the grounded 
research conducted: 
1. Dedsion aiteria bigger levels? 
2. Relevant in-sample test period? 
3. Achleveable return per unit of volatility? 
4. Type of derivative overlays to be used? 
After running an itterative simulation process, the answer which emerges is an 
enhanced absolute return fund, with a contrarian component, which reduces volatility 
of returns, manages the downSide risk and generates returns greater than inflation. 
For each paper, an appropriate literature review is undertaken, allowing me to 
understand the existing body of literature and locate my findings wlthing the current 
thinking and concepts aroun<J absolute return funds and new product creation. 
Contradicting outocmes lead to further review in behavioural finance. I review a paper 
by Kahneman and Tversky, titled "Prospect theory: an analysis of decision under risk", 
which used cognitive psychQlogical techniques to explain a number of documented 
anomalies In economic decision making. The assumption that Individuals seek to 
maximise utility is flawed, \*,fhlch is key in new product development. In paper 3, I 
seek to aeate an investment product which delivers the appropriate risk adjusted 
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returns to investors. New product development in the finandal space constitutes 
intellectual property, which Is closely guarded, so the process is seldom expJained in 
detail. I review a paper on absolute return funds, wrftten· by a conultlng acutary firm, 
from which I extract the points of significance for new product development in the 
south african finandal market space. 
With respect to research methodology, I cover research in general, moving onto 
research in finadal markets,startlng with modem portfolio theory (MPT), covering the 
capital asset pricing model (CAPM), arbitrage pridng theory (APT), alpha and beta 
coefldents, the capltaJ market line and the seaJritles market line, finally I elaborate on 
the methodology I used (grounded theory) and a dynamic simulation process. 
Presenting my research results, in case study papers 1 and 2, the research question 
posed is answered, with the aid of a casllal loop diagram, with each factor explained 
and a subsequent rationale with support from appropriate literature, key learnings are 
then highlighted. In case study paper 3, the research questions posed are answered 
using simulation with various Itteratlons, the outcome Is justified In the rationale and 
the key learnings are highlighted. At this point, I propse my theory for new financial 
product development in the South African flnandal market space. 
I then review my findings, each case study paper Is evaluated in terms of relevance, 
utility, validity and ethics. An appropriate framework for ethical decision making is 
applied. 
I conclude, stating that in order to beat inflation, through an addaptlve asset 
allocation Sbategy, any new product needs to be able to persit with the strategy 
selected and stand up to a simulation process, prior to being launched. Simulation 
highlights any pitfalls that may have been overtooked in the design phase and affords 
a greater understanding of how a product may react in extreme periods, without the 
risk of real capital loss. The significance of simulation lies in the fact that it allows 
others to replicate your assumptions under a multitude of potential structural 
economic shocks in a cost effective manner. 
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This disteration is broken down into five key chapters: 
Chapter 1 establishes the relevance of the dlsertation that develops the situation, 
concern and question. It briefly touches on the answer and the rationale. These 
sections are covered In great detail later In the paper. 
Chapter 2 Is a literature review, which deals with understanding the body of literature 
and locating my findings wlthing the current thinking and concepts around absolute 
return funds and new product creation in the financial market space. 
Chapter 3 deals with the research methodology used In this disertatlon. Grounded 
theory is the broad methodology used. this dissertation involves three different 
studies, integrated into the whole, which constitutes my model for new product 
development. 
Chapter 4 covers my research results. I describe the results gained from using the 
methodology described In chapter 3. The key learnings from each study are 
highlighted, which leads to my key result 




1.1 Situation and overview of the absolute retum fund space In tite South 
African financial market 
In the early 1990's there were only a hand full of balanced funds available in the 
South African invesbnent space. These balanced funds had developed post the aash 
of 1987, during which the market lost over 42% In the six month period between 
September 1987 and February 1988. This signIficant destruction of wealth during a 
relatively short time period highlighted the significance of capital preservation and the 
risks associated with concentrated investing in one asset dass, specifically equities. As 
a result, the Initial balanced funds were created, as a solution to these volatile equity 
Investment return paths. 
The aash of 1997, specifically the emerging market crisis, coupled with the crash of 
1998 brought about largely due to the Russian debt default, lead to even further 
realisation that the concept· of portfolio construction with a consideration for the 
correlation between different assets was paramount. In this context, during the seven 
years post the 1998 aash, more than R SO billion was invested In South African 
absolute return funds. This flood of investment shows the extent to which investors 
had lost faith in traditional balanced funds. It has been argued that there are 
similarities between balanced funds and absolute return funds, since they essentially 
Invest in sImilar assets i.e. bonds (inflation linked); equities (domestic and 
International); property and cash. 
The fad that absolute return funds have both a risk and a return target differentiates 
them from traditional balanced funds which focus only on returns. The focus on risk 
adjusted returns Is Important In light of the changes the South African pension fund 
environment has been through over the last decade. The vast majority of these 
pension funds have made the paradigm shift from defined benefit to defined 
contriblJtion funds, transferring the investment risk and the asset liability mismatch 
risk from the employer to the employee. In this light, absollJte return funds, which 
strive to deliver real returns (returns In excess of inflation), coupled with a low 
probability of negative returns over a reasonable rolling period, typically three years 
become an attractive offering. 
The magnitude of performance being targeted by South African absolute return funds 
tends to fall Into the CPI (consumer price inflation) + 3% to CPI + 7% range. 
Although these targets are elevated, they do come with a standard disdaimer that 
return objectives are not guaranteed and that over a three-year roiling period, these 
returns should be achieved, lJIfhile aiming not to lose money over any 12-month rolling 
period. This needs to be read: in the context of market cydes, since during a rampant 
bull market it tends to be eaSier to outperfonn inflation. Consider the period around 
the August 1998 crash, during August the lSE All Share Index lost 29.71%. In the 12 
months post this massive draw down, the lSE All Share Index returned a positive 
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37.21% and over a three year period returned in excess of 18% per annum on an 
annuallsed basis. The same logic may be applied to the period starting in May 2003. 
In the 11 months preceding this point, JSE All share Index had lost more than 36%. 
In the 12 months starting from May 2003, the index returned a positive 35.58% and 
over a three year period an annualised return of 28.50% per annum. At no stage 
during these periods did inflation get anywhere near these levels. The true test for 
absolute return funds will be during periods of weak market performance over a 
sustained period. 
The consulting actuaries survey of traditional retirement funds in South Africa 
(typically managed similar to a balanced fund, with a spread between equity, bonds, 
cash and property) shows that over the past 25 years, around 70% of funds In the 
survey beat CPI + 5% on a rolling 5 year basis, however, this number drops to 
around 60% on a rolling 3 year basis. Increasing the target to CPI + 6% shows that 
far fewer funds are able to achieve their stated objectives, with just short of 60% of 
funds delivering over a roiling 5 year basis, and just short of 50% meeting the target 
on a rolling 3 year basis. In order to raise the target to CPI + 7 or 8%, a much higher 
risk appetite is reqUired. On this basis an absolute return fund strategy become aitical 
in order to preserve capital in negative market return periods. 
The strategies being employed in managing absolute return funds varies widely. 
Across the spectrum, there are hedging strategies which use derivatives to protect 
against the loss of capital, "managed floor" strategies which have floor or base levels 
below which the fund is protected, with the objective being to lock in gains from past 
performance and various iterations of these approaches. Certain funds tend to focus 
on generating returns, while others place higher significance on the risk management 
component. As the levels of complexity Increase, the potential for unintended 
outcomes increases. A common risk is the human element, with fund managers' 
biases and over confidence weighing on the achievement of targeted returns. 
The understanding around what constitutes an absolute return fund is murky. 
Globally, absolute return investing doesn't refer to an investment style, like value or 
growth, nor does it refer to a product. It tends to be defined as an Investment 
philosophy, or a set of investment principles beyond the conventional. This approach 
aims to achieve consistent, positive annual returns irrespective of whether financial 
markets are rising or falling. In addition the avoidance of Significant losses and 
preservation of capital is evident in these strategies. And finally, the volatility of fund 
returns is actively managed. A common observation is that these strategies tend to 
have a low correlation to the traditional stock and bond markets. 
A common counter argument to these absolute return funds is that over the long 
term, markets trend up and therefore, if you remain fully Invested, positive returns 
will be achieved eventually. This argument only holds water if an indiVidual has a very 
long investment horizon. The majority of people investing In these absolute return 
strategies are In the 55 to 65 year old range. They have already created their wealth 
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through many years of hard work and don't want to lose any capital at this stage of 
theIr lives. Their return objective Is to beat Inflation annually, while preserving their 
capital base. Contrast this to "traditional" asset managers, who operate on a relative 
performance basis. They deliver the returns In rising markets; however, in bear 
markets they fall short. Assume that the market is down 35% in a particular year and 
your retirement fund Is only down 33%, most traditional assets managers think that 
they have provided you with a good service! 
In order to understand how these absolute return funds operate in light of the stated 
objective being positive returns, irrespective of how the share market Is doing, 
consider the origins of absolute return funds, in the form of the first hedge fund. In 
1949, Alfred Winslow Jones, a professor of sociology at Columbia University, aeated 
the first hedge fund, after interviewing the "smartest" minds on Wall Street. He asked 
if they could predict the market direction. With nobody claiming to be able to do so, 
Jones decided that if all the experts COUldn't forecast market direction, he needed to 
aeate an investment strategy that was less dependent on market direction. Jones 
took $100,000 to a brokerage firm, stating that he would like to buy $100,000 worth 
of stock. He then said to the broker that he wanted to sell short (selling stock he 
didn't already own) almost $100,000 worth of stock. At this point, Jones had a 
$100,000 long position and a $100,000 short position. He then told the brokerage firm 
that he wanted to borrow some money from them. According to New York Stock 
Exchange rules, an investor can borrow up to 50 % of their capital. So with $100,000 
in capital, $50,000 may be borrowed. Jones then had $250,000 in market exposure 
(long $100 000, short $100 000 and $50 000 in borrowed cash). Deducting the shorts 
from the longs, Jones had a $50,000 net equity exposure. This highlights the concept 
of true "hedge Investing". Jones combined two speculative techniques, short selling 
and leverage, to lower his portfolio volatility. 
CUrrently, depending on the defined selection criteria there are between 18 to 40 
different hedge fund strategies, such as long-short; event driven; merger arbitrage; 
distressed equities; market neutral and managed futures amongst others. It should be 
noted that less than half of these are true absolute return strategies. For a hedge 
fund strategy to be considered as an absolute return strategy It should be non-
directional, able to benefit in rising and falling markets and It should have the ability 
to offset market opportunities. 
The idea of constantly aeatlng new products tends to blur the true objective behind 
why the product was created In the first place. A case in point would be the sub-prime 
loan market, which has the infamous claim to being the source of the current finanCial 
quagmire in which the world finds Itself. Initially, credit was only given to aedlt 
worthy people; with the means to pay back the interest and capital components of a 
debt. The rapidly rising residential property market in the USA post the flood of cheap 
money Into the system, courtesy of the US Federal Reserve, led to new product 
creation. The Fed had aimed to avoid a financial crisis, post the dot com era failures in 
March 2000. The intention was to provide suffICient liquidity in the system to stimulate 
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growth. What transpired was the residential property market bubble. WIth property 
prices seeming to only rise,. banks took the view that they need not be as stringent in 
the debt provision criteria. The logic being that should they provide a mortgage to a 
person, secured by the underlying property, and the person defaulted on the debt 
repayment, they would simply repossess the property in question and sell It at a 
higher price, recouping the debt repayment shortfall and turning a tidy profit at the 
same time. 
In addition, the thought process was that if a large quantity of these "sub-prime" 
loans were packaged Into a securitisation vehlde, commonly known as a coIlateralised 
debt obligation or "COO", they could be traded with other financial institutions In the 
secondary market, further reducing the assodated risks. This practice spread and in 
the ever competitive market space, new products had to be created to get ahead of 
competitors. At this point, the COO's were being traded In the secondary market and 
the "expert" credit rating agencies started rating COO's based on the bank that had 
issued the securitisation instrument or COO. By way of a random example, if Lehman 
brothers pooled ten thousand sub-prime mortgage loans (which at this stage were 
generally referred to as "ninja's", as the people taking on the debt had no income, no 
jobs and no assets) and then Issued a Lehman brothers CDO, the credit agencies 
would rate the quality of Lehman brothers as a financial institution and therefore give 
the product a AM credit rating, with no regard for what the underlying loans looked 
like. The practice lead to further product development opportunities, as COO's could 
then be issued on pooled vehicle loans, credit card debt and all with the knowledge 
that the quality of the underiying debts was never rated, only the quality of the 
issuing banks. The final stage was when banks started Issuing derivatives on COO's, 
giving a payoff profile of two times the under1ylng CDO'$ performance; this reached a 
climax with some banks issuing "quads", which leveraged the return of the underlying 
COO four times. When the bubble burst, some respected financial institutions had 
leverage levels of up to 180 times their capital base. Consider this in the light of the 
famous L TCM hedge fund blow up during the later part of the last decade. At the 
peak, L TCM had geared their assets 55 times. At the time of their blow up, a book 
was written, titled "When Genius Failed", as more than one of the hedge fund 
partners had won a noble prize in the economics c;ategory. The point being thi,lt 
product creation for the sake of profit can have negative unintended consequences. 
Coming back to what conStitutes an absolute return fund, this time with specific 
reference to the South African market. Since hedge funds are not yet regulated In 
South Africa, they fall outside the control of the financial services board (FSB). This 
means that hedge fund managers may not solicit business directly from the Investing 
public, since they are not licensed as financial service providers. A further 
complication Is the fact that most large asset managers who manage traditional funds 
which are regulated by the FSB have also created hedge funds. The FSB has said that 
should asset managers' who are regulated by the FSB offer hedge funds to the 
Investing publiC, they (FSB)may revoke the asset manager's license to manage other 
funds. Since hedge funds are not regulated yet, the only way pension funds may 
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invest in them is via the 2.5% allowance under the category "other" in terms of 
regulation 28 of the pension fund act. Typically, hedge fund managers have aeated 
debenture structures to house the hedge fund assets. These debentures are then sold 
to the pension funds. This means that only a small portion of pension fund assets are 
invested in hedge funds. 
As there are nearly 40 different types of known hedge fund strategies, with more 
being created all the time, it becomes v1rtually impossible to create legislation 
covering the activities for each of these different styles or strategies. For this reason, 
the FSB has sought to rather regulate hedge fund managers than hedge fund 
strategies. A point of departure Is the defining of what constitutes a hedge fund. The 
FSB has in conjunction with the alternative investment management association 
(AlMA) identified two definitive variables· that identify any fund as a hedge fund. The 
first one is the use of gearing. Gearing is having exposure in a fund to a value greater 
than the capital value of the fund. The second variable is being net short. Net short is 
the situation where a fund has sold futures contracts or individual shares to a value 
which exceeds the funds long assets. This definition has lead to a peculiar situation In 
South Africa, whereby funds which are not geared and do not have net short 
positions, however, do make use of derivatives for hedging have been dasslfied as 
absolute return funds. This category of absolute return funds is distinctly different to 
the definition of hedge funds in South Africa and may therefore solicit business from 
pension funds and solicit business directly from the investing public, without 
transgressing any of the FSB's legislation. 
In the South African absolute return space, there are numerous competitors with 
sound product offerings. Of the large asset managers, there Is an array of 
approaches. Coronation asset managers has a global absolute mandate, with a 
performance target of CPI + 70/0 and a domestic mandate fund with a target of CPI + 
5%. This fund has valiableequity exposure, with a portion of the equity exposure 
being hedged via the use of one year forward put options. Old Mutual Investment 
Group South Africa (OMIGSA) has a fund which focuses more on the risk side than the 
return side, with a shift in the focus depending on equity market volatility. They make 
use of a "dynamic floor" approach, with the objective of removing risks intrinsic in 
human judgement. A dynartlic floor approach Increases equity exposure in rising 
equity markets and decreases equity exposure in falling equity markets. In 
conjunction with this, dynamic floor approaches also have floor value which adjusts 
upward in rising equity markets. Investec asset management's "absolute opportunity 
fund" has a target of CPI + 7%. This fund relies on bottom-up share seleGtion and 
asset allocation, quite similar to a conventional balanced fund. Sanlam Investment 
Management (SIM) also focuses on asset selection In Its absolute return funds. They 
do not use derivatives and have stated that they believe that that for a sustainable 
CPI + 5% a 30% equity exposure is sufficient. Prescient Investment Management's 
"Positive Return fund" has a lower target of CPI + 3% coupled with zero-risk 
tolerance. They use a managed floor approach in conjunction with options. The equity 
exposure varies, however, it is always 100% capital protected. Their buy line is that 
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they get all the upside, with zero downside risk. I think they should add that they get 
all the upside, less the cost d the option protection. Prudential Portfolio Managers has 
two ARF's, one fund has a target of CPI + 6% and the other has a target of CPI + 
7%. Both funds rely solely on asset allocation. A dlfferentiator of their funds is that 
they use inflation-linked (CPI) bonds as their core holdings. They have a median 
holding of 50% In CPI linked bonds which can rise to 70%. They believe that this is 
the only asset class which protect the fund if the market or rand have negative 
retums. 
1.2Concem 
In the defined contribution retirement fund space, the individual now needs to take an 
active interest and participate in their retirement planning. Actuaries still consult to 
employers and employees, yet the risk of Insufficient funds at retirement needs to be 
dealt with by the individual. The fact that the actuaries are now responsible for 
investment retums, since there is no fall back onto the company as in the defined 
benefit space, has lead to conservatism on their part. They tend to place people in 
buckets, based on age or life stage. What transpires is a situation whereby in the last 
five years of a person's working life, their Investments are effectively in money market 
instruments, with a small portion in bonds. This strategy proves to be stable in that 
the risk of capital loss is substantially reduced. 
My concern Is around new product design In the financial services Industry. In many 
new products, capital preservation Is being maximised, at the expense of capital 
growth. Furthennore, the effects of infiation get negated in this passive Investment 
approach. Without sufficient capital growth, there may be life left: at the end of a 
retiree's pension annuity stream. This is highlighted by the effects of Inflation through 
time growing faster than an individual's retirement fund investment returns. 
Based on this concern, the relevance of my research is twofold: 
1. If the returns generated by any investment portfolio are less than inflation (as 
measured by CPIX) through time, people will have InsuffiCient assets to retire 
comfortably. 
2. Secondly, if the volatility in an investment portfolio is not adequately managed, a 
Situation could transpire whereby all the returns or a large portion of the returns 
generated during the capital accumulation period in an individual's working life 
may be forfeited In the last few years prior to retirement. 
The next step in my research process was to gain an understanding of what the 
perception of the market pl~ would be towards an absolute return fund created·to 
address the concerns I have raised. To achieve this end, I conducted a grounded 
theory research approach. ~ data I gained from the grounded theory research 
questions was coded and used in an affinity diagram, which served as the basis for an 
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interrelationship diagraph and ultimately a causal loop diagram, which helped to 
identify the drivers in the system and hence the key areas of focus. 
From the interaction with the grounded research partiCipants, the following key 
research problems emerged, when developing new products in the financial services 
industry: 
1. The vast majority of absolute return funds in South Africa tend to have the basic 
principle of constant proportion portfolio Insurance (CPPI) as a core component In 
order to gain a greater understanding of the concerns around the CPPI problem, I 
made use of force field analYSiS, which highlighted the fact that during the 1987 
global equity market crash the CPPI methodology failed dismally. 
2. A second problem was the issue with regards to what the correct investment 
returns benchmark should be for an absolute return fund. 
1.3 Question 
Based on my concern and the associated research problem, the questions I pose are 
focused on gaining an understanding around new product design in the flnadal 
services Industry. In order to generate an outcome which serves to address the points 
which emerged in my concern, a set of research questions were posed: 
1. What is the right level to pitch deciSion criteria "trigger levels" at (dient needs, 
investment professionals views - essentially the Investment philosophy that needs 
to be applied), to maximise returns when developing new financial products? 
2. What is a releva.nt "in'-Sample" test period? This question seeks to link the 
theoretical needs of a client to the investment philoSophy being proposed. 
3. How much return per unit of volatility is achievable through varying asset 
allocation in an absolute return fund? 
4. What type of derivative overlays serve to accomplish this type of strategy? This 
question wil address the risk tolerance and behavioural biases that individuals have 
when deciding between different invesmtent product offerings. 
These questions serve to provide a basis upon which further insight may be gained 
into investment philosophy and addressing the concern. 
1.4 Answer 
My answer takes the form of a causal loop diagram (see figure 43), which deals with 
the components Involved In new product design. My model is dervided from a 
synthesis of the first three papers I wrote. Each of these papers should be seen as a 
small win, serving as an input into the thinking and evloution of my model for new 
product development in the finandal industry. The third paper detaUs the steps 
applied and simulation process followed in order to develop a new flnanical product, in 
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the form of an absolute return fund. Paper three had a direct impact on my thinking 
and the evolution of my new product development model. 
My answer in paper 3 takes the form of an enhancement to traditional absolute return 
funds. In conjunction with the traditional CPPI methodology, I introduced a strategic 
asset allocation component (SAA). This SAA component invests contrary to the 
traditional CPPI methodology in that in an excessive upward movement of the equity 
component in the fund, the SAA strategy would attempt to capture this excessive 
volatility. To do this, the fund would have to sell into the strength of the equity 
market component ~ithin the fund, once a certain trigger level was breached on the 
upside. Conversely, the fund would be required to purchase equities in a market 
which had fallen excessively, once the trigger level had been breached on the down 
side. As I ran the data, It emerged that a further refinement could be introduced in 
the form of a passive buy and hold (BH) strategy. 
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The whole process was an iterative one, with greater levels of effldency being 
achieved with each new optimisation. The key concept of the simulation fund was: 
). It combined "trend following" (CPPI) strategies with "contrarian" (SAA) strategies 
and "passive" strategies (BH). 
). The strategy selection was dependant on the magnitude of the equity holding 
component moves within the fund. 
). The fund would be rebalanced on a quarterty baSiS, with the magnitude of 
movement in the equity component holdings In the fund determining what 
strategy would be implemented. 
The primary focus of this new absolute return fund (MF) was: 
» To aeate a reduction In the levels of volatility experienced in the fund's returns. 
). Manage the downside risk that the fund may suffer. 
). Generation of returns in excess Of Inflation, with volatility levels less than the 
equity market. 
In this paper, I detail the instruments used, and the investment methodology. 
The rationale takes the form of empirical data, applying the proposed methodology 
over a ten year period. In my opinion, a relevant "in-sample" test period was ten 
years; however, this time period needs to include times of extreme volatility. The 
justification for this assertion lies in the fact that for any absolute return fund to 
consistently meet and exceed its stated Investment objectives, it would have to 
weather various "stormy periods", I chose the period from 1995 to 2005, since during 
this time period, the simulation would encounter: 
). Extreme currency volatilrty during 2001 
). Three market aashes 1997 - the emerging markets crisis, 1998 - the 
Russian debt default and 2000 - the dot com bubble bursting. 
). A rampant bull market lasting from 2003 - ? 
The results achieved over the test period were positive, in excess of the stated 
benchmark, with a lower level of volatility. The simulation proved the point that the 
combination of the CPPI, SAA and BH strategies yielded a greater return than the 
simple implementation of a pure CPPI strategy. 
Based on the success of the simulation, I made a proposal to my company's board, 
which was favourably received, which lead to the aeation of an absolute return fund, 
making use of this methodOlogy. The performance of this real fund is Induded in the 
paper, coupled with thorough risk decomposition. From the investment return 
statistics, it Is evldent that the strategy delivers the intended objective, namely, 
returns In excess of InflatioA with low levels of risk in the form of volatility. 
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The concern put forward in this case has been shown to be relevant in the situation at 
hand. The concern that absolute return funds have been based on the principles of 
CPPI, which falls short of the investment objectives in times of continued market 
declines, has been dealt with in the form of an adaptive constant proportion portfolio 
Insurance solution in conjunction with appropriate derivative overlays. 
1.5 Thinking around area of study that lead to the outcome 
I have always felt that Investment products tend to be created firstly to maximise 
profit for the financial institution that create them, then secondly to serve a potential 
need that an investor may have. Alternatively, some of the less principled financial 
institutions set about proving to the public why they actually need the product that 
they have created. 
It Is the product creation space that fascinates me In the financial markets. With a 
specific focus on the South African market, I engaged in writing my first research 
paper, Investigating certain participants in this segment. Given that I wanted my 
research to remain relevant to my day to day activities, I set about trying to 
understand the thinking . and level of awareness with respect to what was driving 
financial markets, as viewed by investment professionals In the company I worked for. 
In my second paper, based on the learning from my first paper, I set about testing 
whether "cash management" within a fund, or rather capital preservation was a key to 
outperforming the market. With the knowledge gained from the first two papers, I 
documented my view of product creation, In the form of highlighting the steps I had 
gone through to conceptuaUse, test and implement a new investment product in my 
third paper. 
In considering a common theme which emerges from the papers I wrote, I felt It was 
best to treat each paper as a case study, striving to observe a common thread, 
allowing me to extract key learnings which would serve as the basis upon which I 
could build my theory of new product aeation in the South African financial markets. 
For a brief synopsiS and the key learnings I gained from the first three papers I wrote, 




The purpose of this literature review is to establish the current body of knowl.edge 
relevant to the research topic and then locate my findings In that body of knowledge. 
This takes place at three levels (as I review each paper or article, I classify It 
according to which of the three levels it falls Into): 
2.1 
The middle level, which considers the key concepts captured In my concern (new 
product design in the financial services Industry) and my question (which centres 
around a set of questions which provide Insight into investment philosophy) and what 
the literature says around these items. This may be sub classified into a further three 
levels: 
2.2 
a. New product development. Followed by a consideration of new product 
development in financial industry. I also look at the history of new product 
development in the financial Industry, in light of the belief In EMH. 
b. Financial Industry challenges. 
c. Changing environment that makes a good new product development 
process Imperative to deal with complexities of the changing environment, 
or changing economic environment. 
The Upper level, which considers the challenges in the financial services industry in 
general. There are numerous challenges, a key one is that new product development 
tends to focus on market capitalisation weighted indlcles. The role of behavioural 
finance and inflation needs to be conSidered in new product development. The 
question of whether finacial markets are efficient needs to be addressed. 
2.3 
Flna"y, the lower level is a focus on my findings. Here I look at some of my findings 
and state what literature says, for example, is it possible to always outperform the 
market? 
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2.1 The middle level 
New product development 
I reviewed a paper titled "Application of grounded theory for concept analysis in new 
product development process" written by Alper Sen in January 2006. 
Abstract: 
There Is always a gap between analyzing the data and drawing the charts In relation 
with these data. During the development of new products, there comments on data 
are having vital Importance. The more data collected to be specified, the more 
success gained to lead to a breakthrough. By stating the correct data, the project of 
developing new products under appropriate concepts are accomplished. In order to 
apply the data correctly, these data are driven by some techniques. 
In this study, One of these techniques, Grounded Theory is chosen to be examined 
according to basic examples. By the assistance of these examples, the theory Is 
darifled. In order to be more precise, a case study is established and detailed with the 
data of developing a new product with a novel concept. 
In this paper, the author applies grounded theory to understanding the concept of 
industrial design and the aeation of value through new, Innovative products with 
Increased functionality and attactive appearences. The situation is defined and a 
suitable problem Is defined. The author defines grounded theory and provides 
alternate views on the application of grounded theory. A detailed process explains the 
different approaches to data gathering and coding. He makes use of causal link 
diagrams, after defining how the factors in the diaram link to each other. Different 
levels of abstraction are introduced In the causal link diagram process. The author 
draws a conclusion based on this method of research. The methodology is then 
applied to a case study for a industrial designed item, a vegetable peeler. The product 
is detailed and compared to historic models. The approach to design is higlighted, 
followed by an elaboration of how the product was marketed. An Interesting point is 
that once a reliable handel was designed, it was used as the basis for creating 
numerous similar products, highlighting the applicability of the design process across 
different areas. A logical argument is provdied as to why the product was a success 
and what need it filled for dients. The case study is then approached, from the point 
of coglnition, Issues such as aesthetics, product Identity and ergonomics are shown to 
be contributing factors to the success of the product. In the conclUSion, the statement 
is made that the definition of what form success will take, and the impact data 
collection will have on the research project. The appendix hlghltghts the reviews 
associated with the product and the table of data representing these reviews. I view 
the paper as informative, since It clearly shows how new product design doesn't 
happen in Isolation, it Is a component of a larger system, Involving amongst others, 
design, consumers attitudes and the path to market. 
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New product development In the financial Industry 
In surveying the South African Investment space for absolute return fund papers, I 
came across a survey on Absolute Return Funds. The title of the survey was: 
Novare Actuaries and Consultants 




"OVer recent years we have seen an Increase In the number of absolute retum type of 
products entering the South African market We believe this resulted from the 
t7:lemand driven'" needs of Investors, as well as the "msi' push'" by 8SS8t managers 
that created this area for trustees and retail Investors to Invest In. Due to a ron of 
severe bear markets over the past 10 years, trustees of pension funds and retail 
Investors have become vel)' dissatisfied with the limited retums of traditional balanced 
. funds. As a result, they became more and more conservative and did not want to lose 
any money. At the same time, trustees of pension funds became (and are becoming) 
more focused on the specif1c objectives of their funds in order to meet the l/abHities of 
their pension fund (Irrespective of whether It Is a defined benefit scheme or a defined 
contribution scheme). These objectives are nonnally specified In terms of inflation - to 
outperfonn a real retum benchmark with a low probability of making losses over any 
spec/fled roiling period. Absolute retum funds address these objectives - either as a 
building block In the complete solution for a pension fund, or as a single fund 
satisfying the pension fund's unique objectives. Much has been written about absolute 
retum funds lately. Some articles refer to absolute retum funds as disguised balanced 
funds, while others say that they only provide cash retums with high fees. However, it 
is our belief that absolute funds do play an important part In the asset management 
environment and in this document we provide an overview of the South African 
absolute retum industry. We trust that this document adds valLIe to the industry. n 
The common thread identified in South African absolute return funds is the objective 
of delivering performance in excess of inflation, with a low probability of delivering a 
negative return over a specified rolling period. The industry appears to be growing at 
a rapid rate, in excess of 50% over a one year period. The funds serve as a 
diversification asset in a pension fund and tend to outperform cash. Most funds seek 
to perform at a level of CPI + 6% over a rolling 3 year period, with the aim of not 
losing money over any 12 month rolling period. It Is key to understand the type of 
strategies being employed in the fund, since these differ from manager to manager. 
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The fee structure appears to be a basic fee in conjunction with a performance fee. I 
disagree with the charging of a performance fee, since this effectively creates and 
Incentive for the fund manager to take on more equity holdings in the fund, with the 
Intention of achieving more of the equity premium upside. I believe this to be at the 
expense of the risk manag$l1ent component that is integral in this type of fund. I 
would rather suggest a higher base fee, with no performance fee, that way the client 
and the fund manager have an alignment of interests. 
There appears to be four approaches Involved In running an absolute return fund, 
with the potential of combinations of the four: 
1. Strategic asset allocation 
2. Tactical asset allocation 
3. Bottom-up stock selection 
4. Protecting downside risk via derivatives 
The key advantage these funds offer: 
> Absolute return funds are assisting in the paradigm shift to move towards a real 
return objective. 
> Performance of these funds Is compared against their own objectiVes, not peers'. 
> The general Investment philosophy of these funds is to protect capital during bear 
market periods. 
> These funds seek to reduce the volatility of returns. 
> These funds tend to have higher levels of diversification than balanced ~nds. 
> These funds have a tendency to provide more positive monthly retums than 
balanced funds. 
> Because of these funds being developed against a fairly new environment, asset 
managers have designed unique products to address the needs of investors - thus 
the intellectual capital has also increased. This allows the relevant individuals to be 
more accountable, rather than only being part of large teams. 
Disadvantages 
> There is .no absolute guarantee provided and therefore, negative returns may be 
delivered, thus not meeting the objective. 
> Inflation volatility makes· It difficult to meet the real return objective. 
> Long-term returns are expected to be lower than balanced funds during equity bull 
market periods. 
> The diversity of strategies employed by the managers leads to complexity, making 
It difficult for the man In:the street to grasp. 
> Capacity constraints do limit the size of capital that these funds may manage. 
> Fees charged tend to be higher than those applicable for traditional funds. 
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Coming back to the Issue of fees, I believe that a key question needs to be asked, do 
fund managers systematically outperform the market? 
I came across early research done, highlighting the fact that "net of expenses, 
managed funds under·pelformed a buy·thewmarket-and-hold strategy" (Sharpe 1966 
and Jensen 1968). In addition, Lakonishok, Shleiferand Vlshny (1992), showed that 
the equity component of US pension funds during the 1980s underpelformed the 
Standard and Poors 500 Index of US shares on average by 1.5% - 2.5% per annum, 
before taking into account management fees. Funds would have performed better had 
they frozen the composition of their portfolios; their active management detracted 
value. 
For this reason, I would suggest the consideration of an exchange traded fund such 
as the SATRIX products, provided by the JSE. An exchange traded fund seeks to 
replicate as far as possible the price and yield performance of a chosen index, on a 
passive management basis. In addition, the fund is managed by the exchange, with 
minimal fees. The ETF is traded on the exchange and the underlying shares which 
constitute the ETF are held by the appointed custodian of SATRIX. In order to 
generate additional income, SATRIX lends out these underlying shares to hedge 
funds; banks and individuals who which to sell these particular shares short. this 
translates into an additional revenue stream for SATRIX, which gets fed back into the 
management company, and offset against administrative and operational I 
transactional costs, leading to a reduction in the fee to the end client. The fund is 
, continuously rebalanced and SATRIX creates or redeems ETF units as per their client 
base demands. A quarterly dividend is distributed to dients and should clients hold 
more than Rl million rand notional in any of the SATRIX Index tracking ETFs, they 
may elect to swap their SATRlX units for the underiying shares in the ratio that these 
constitute the representative Index. The key benefits with respect to this type of 
investment are accessibility; liquidity; a transparent investment vehicle; low costs and 
flexibility. The indices which get tracked, as separate products are the top 40 
companies on a market capitalisation basiS, the Industrial index, the financial index 
and a dividend index amongst others, induding new foreign indices trackers. 
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The history of financial market product development 
The paper I considered was "The Adaptive Markets Hypothesis: Market Efficiency from 
an Evolutionary Perspective" by Dr. Andrew W. Lo, a professor at MIT's Sloan School 
of Management 
Abstract 
"One of the most InDuential Ideas In the past 30 years of the Journal of Portfolio 
Management is the Efficient Markets Hypothesis, the idea that market prices 
Incorporate all information rationally and Instantaneously. However, the emerging 
discipline of behavioural economics and Dnance has challenged this hypothesis, 
arguing that markets are npt ratlona/, but are driven by fear and greed instead. 
Recent research In the cognitive neurosciences suggests that these two perspectives 
are opposite sides of the same coin. In this art/de I propose a new framework that 
reconciles market efficiency with behavioural alternatives by applying the principles of 
evolution - competition, adaptation, and natural selection - to Dnanciallnteractlons. By 
extending Herbert Simon's notion of ''satisfldng" with evolutionary dynamics, I argue 
that much of what behavioral/Sis dte as counterexamples to economic rationality -
loss aversion, overconlklence, overreaction, mental acaJUI1ting, and other behavioural 
blases-are, in fact, consistent with an evolutionary model of Individuals adapting to a 
changing envimnment via simple heudstlcs. DespIte the qualitative nature of this new 
paradigm, the Adap/fve Markets HypothesIs offers a number of surprisingly conaete 
implications for the practice of portfolio management" 
In the paper, Lo postulates that markets are inefficient and therefore successful active 
management Is possible, with competing groups of Investnrs, with opposite views, 
closing out dear inefficiendes. Lo views the flnandal markets as an ecosystem, 
comparing flnandal markets and evolutionary forces. In the paper, he Integrates some 
findings from behavioural finance and proposes the concept of competitive, 
evolutionary markets. Lo argues that investors tend to be self-engrossed. Elaborating, 
he states that adaptation and innovation in investment strategies is a function of 
competitive forces between competing groups of investors. In addition, he states that 
investors make the same mistakes, many of these mistakes are detailed in the 
behavioural finance research, however, Investors do have the ability to adapt and 
learn. From these mistakes, it is apparent that there is a level of natural selection 
which shapes theflnandal market ecology, in the form of successful investors being 
imitated while unsuccessful investors change their approach or leave the financial 
markets and seek greener pastures. Thus he argues, evolution determines the 
financial market system dynamics. The key implications in Lo's hypothesis are risk I 
reward retationships are unstable and non-linear; risk premia are variable through 
time; limited arbitrage opportunities do exist from time to time; strategies do fall in 
and out of favour, for example, growth and value cycles and finally, adaptation and 
innovation are keys to survival. 
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Financial industry challenges 
I reviewed an article titled "Strategic challenges in financial services Indusby -
targeting small business accounts" by Henson S W, and Wilson J C, published in the 
Journal of Business & Industrial Marketing (UK), 2002 Voll7 No S. 
Abstract: 
In the first of three artides that look at the market for small business financial 
services, uses the case of a sma/~ local US bank to provide insight Into local market 
changes In the financial services industry and to Ulustrate the Interaction between 
strategy and execution. Begins with a brief review of the financial services Industry In 
the US4, explainIng how maao-envlronmental changes have affected competition In 
the Industry, and then describes the local market and Parish National Bank's 
positioning. Goes on to detail the bank's strategy - focusing on high touch, high 
technology and targeting small businesses, tailoring products to their needs - and 
then assesses how successful It has been In implementing this strategy. 
This article clearly identifies the challenges facing the finaclal Indusby, which is largely 
driven by external factors, in the form of what is happening In global financial 
markets. The article details how even If you are focused on clients and have a high 
level of Interaction with them, many of the products are avialable In the financial 
markets are becoming commoditised, providing the larger players who have 
economies of scale a competitive advantage. The article argues in favour of high 
levels of customer contact and the provision of a personlised service. A key point Is 
the focus on what market segment should be pursued. I draw the conclusion that you 
can't provide everything to everybody, you need to clearly define your competitive 
niche and play in that space. In addition, financial products tend to be sold on trust. 
Levels of trust evolve through time, based on numerous interactions, trust can't be 
bought through an expensive multinational advertising campaign. I would argue that 
the article highlights the fact that you need to think globally, while operating your 
business with a local focus. In times of financial criSiS, people tend to focus on their 
immediate environment and expect service providers to be aware of local Issues. 
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Changing environment that makes a good new product development 
procslS imperative to deal with complexities of the changing environment, 
or changing economic environment 
I reviewed an article in the financial times, titled "The future of investing: costly cogs, 
misfiring machine", written by Burgess K on 28 September 2009. 
Abstract: 
Suggests that the financial aisis has shone the spotlight on the problems associated 
with the financial investing Industry. Reports how many believe that the free market is 
not working for the good of society but is serving Itself; quotes those who have called 
the effldency of markets into question, Provides the example of the UK equities 
market to demonstrate how the complexity of the system has dramatically Increased 
costs and made It diffiaJlt for investors to make sound financial investment 
judgments. Highlights how there is a growing conensus that change Is needed; 
Identifies the challenges facing regulators as they attempt to grapple with the need to 
realign the industry better with the Interests of consumers. Records how many believe 
that a fundamental rethink of investment process Is needed and refers to how many 
remain unconvinced that nationalisation provides a solution to the problem. 
This article deals with one of the key issues associated with new product development 
in the financial market space. The substantial destruction of value experienced during 
the crash of 2008 has highllgthed how wlnerable certain products are to the whims of 
the market. The fact that consumers end up being the victims and that the banks and 
asset managers who designed the products move on to design new products, which 
appeal to a new set of investors, with no recall on the previous products they 
designed, which failed needs to be addressed. There is a certain paradox in the 
article, since the argument is made for increased regulation and control of products 
being offered to the investing public, while the cost of Investing needs to be reduced. 
In order to increase the level of cotrol and regulation, the number of regulators needs 
to be increased, which serves to increase the cost of investing, as the banks and asset 
mangers that design these products merely pass on the associated increased 
regulatory costs to the client. For this reason, I believe that the question I raise 
regarding investment philosophy, needs to get greater recognition in the design 
phase. Products need to address a specific client need, not merely serve as an 
additional revenue item for the company that created them. 
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2.2 The upper level 
A focus on market capitalisation weighted Indldes 
A paper I reviewed in this field was seeking to address the drivers of Investment 
performance and was written in 2007 by A. Rabllal, an honours student in the 
actuarial science degree at the University of cape Town. 
Abstract: 
I~ quantitative study of financial statement drivers of share performance in the 
banking and property sectrJrs of the South African stock market 
This article aims to establish the most significant financial statement drivers of share 
performance in the banking and property sectors of the Johannesburg Stock 
Exchange. It makes use of linear regression techniques and fundamental indexation to 
do 54 and is a highly quantitative study as a result. Data from 31/12/1996 till 
31/12/2006 was used in our study. The first method detennines which financial 
statement factors are best related to share values in each sector. The second 
detennines which financial statement metrk:/s one should weight their portfolio 
constituents by to earn superior risk adjusted retums. The four metrIcs considered are 
trading profit, book value, cash flow and dividends. Based on the 1/ne8r regressions, 
trading profit is most signlllcant factor In the banldng 'sector,wh//e book value Is the 
most significant in the property sector. Weighting both the. banking and property 
sectors according to cash. flows yielded the highest risk adjusted retums over the 
study period. Market capIta/isation weighted portfolios where shown to be suboptimal 
In the process of our study, In both the sectors over the study period/' 
My opinion Is that this paper applies a sound methodology In the form of linear 
regression to Identify which financial statement factors are related to share values in 
each sector. The sample period is relevant, since during the time period, an extreme 
interest rate shock was experienced; a currency meltdown and an exogenous factor 
took place, in the form of the world trade centre event on September 11 2001. I 
would however argue that the outcome is a best fit for the sample period and that a 
certain amount of "curve fitting" is evident in the findings. The finding that market 
capitalisation weighted portfolios proved to be suboptimal Is Significant, since it 
highlights the importance of asset allocation on an active basiS, in contrast to passive 
Index based investments, pne of the key concerns In my thesis. The factors under 
consideration in Rabllal's paper were of a financial metric nature, in contrast to the 
factors which. I consider such as market confidence levels; sentiment; uncertainty; 
subjective biases and how these impact upon market cycles and the level of volatility 
in thehlarket. In attempting to understand how these human factors actually impact 
financial market performance, I feel that "behavioural finance" needs to be explored. 
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Behavioural finance and the role of Inflation 
In this field, Yale University professor Robert Shiller wrote a book titled "Irrational 
Exuberance", named after Alan Greenspan's "irrational exuberance" quote. The first 
edition was published in March 2000, at the height of the dot-com boom, highlighting 
several arguments demonstrating that global stock markets were overvalued at that 
point in time. Ironically, the NASDAQ peaked during the month of the book's 
publication, and collapsed shortly thereafter. In 2005, he published the second 
edition, updating the book to cover the housing bubble, with specific focus on the 
United States. In the book, Shiller writes that the real estate bubble could soon burst; 
supporting this daim by showing that median house prices were six to nine times 
greater than median Income In some areas of the United States. He proceeded to 
show that home prices, In real terms had produced returns of less than 10/0 per 
annum. 
The graph in FIGURE 1, an extract from his second edition of the book, clearly highlights 
the fact that economic factors, in this case, the appropriate one being the building 
cost index from 1985 to 2005 had actually declined, coupled with the fact that the 
population growth rate had not Increased at a rate of change In excess of the 
previously observed 20 year period, however, the home price Index had shot through 
the roof over this 20 year period, with the 10 year treasury bonds maintaining a 
constant decline in yield, serving as a proxy for the cost of capital. So from a "logical" 
economic model perspective, this anomaly can't be explained. I would argue that this 
serves to prove the fact that investors are not aware of the fact that multiple factors 
working in conjunction could drive the level of sentiment, leading to financial bubbles. 
Perversely, it could be argued from this data that the investing public sentiment 
actually drives market cycles, opposing the commonly held perception that the inverse 
is true. Of course, it could also be argued that a slight decline in the cost of capital 
could have a marked impact on sentiment, leading to a greater propensity for higher 
debt levels, creating the right environment for a bubble to develop. 
Inflation-adjusted U.S. home prices, Popu lation, 
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In FI"'-JOf 2, Sh; ller plots 10 year prlce/earnlngs ratios (he uses the real, or InflaMn 
adjusted price diVIded by t~e prevIous 10 yeilr mean of redl earn,ngs), as a predictor 
of 2.0 year anrHJilllled returns. assuming ~nvestmeN of dwldends and oo'y selhng In 
twenty years time. [ perce,ve this graph (:) h:gh Ight the s.tuatlon where Increas'ngly 
po'il tl ve scobment reduces uncerta,nty, leadmg to a nsmg market CYCle, remromng 
subjective bulses VI ttl respect to valuations, ieading to further poce volatll tv as the 
market psyche adjUstS to new price levels, feed ng back Into subJf!1:tlVe biases, 
Ultlmilte!y impaCting market confideoc:e !eve!s. The dearest representation of thiS 
occurs in the period 1910'1930, w lh extreme confidence levels, leading up to Worid 
War 1, and. resul tant stratosphenc PIE va,ua tlons Impactmg annuJllzed returns. 
!ead'ng to a bubblen 1929 and ultimately a oas.h. from whICh exce llent annualized 
re turns are achieved In the 1930-1950 perOd. 
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In F~ 3, Sh.llef plots me real S&P stock price index, earn ngs dnd dividends. The 
key In the graph IS the level of Interest rates. The sPIke In interest fates (luring the 
1980's was after the StClC< market had bottomed out. A si tuation where It could 
ilppear that mings could not get 1'JOfSe and sentiment must ha~e been ilt an a I time 
101'11. The subsequent decline In in terest rates, to a le~eI only slIghtly lower than where 
[hey were during the late 1970's sell off, leads to the greatest bull market in a 
century, peakmg In 2000, when the dot·com era caused the party to end atJruptly. 
The key point [ take from thIS IS tha t mClrkl!t confidence levels change! differentJy 
when presented with the same economic ~ar i able le~el, in this case Interest rates, 
when sentiment appears to be at a turning poin t. This again highlights the muW· 
factor nature of finilnclal markets, with booms and busts lear:lIng to posltJ~e 
innovations, such as the technological OOom. 








Are financial markets efficient? 
The question being addressed hinged on the concept of markets being efficient, the 
effident market hypothesis (EMH) as proposed by Professor Eugene Fama, effectively 
stating that it is not possible to consistently outperform the market by using 
information already known by the markets, except through luck. 
A paper I considered in the EMH space was "The EffIdent Market Hypothesis: A 
Survey". The paper was written by Meredith Beechey, David Gruen and James Vickery 
in January 2000. 
Abstract 
"The efficient market hypothesis states that asset prices in finandal markets should 
reflect al/ available Infonnatlon; as a consequence, prices should always be consistent 
with 'fundamenta/s~ In this paper, We discuss the main ideas behind the effident 
market hypothesis, and pffJvide a guide as to which of its predictions seem to be 
borne out by empirical evidence, and which· do not. In examining the empirical 
evidence, we concentrate on the stock and foreign exchange markets. The efficient 
market hypothesis Is almost certainly the right place to start when thinking about 
asset price formation. The evidence suggests, however, that if. cannot explain some 
important and worrying features of asset market behaviour. Host importantly for the 
wider goal of efficient resource allocation, Rnandal market prices appear at times to 
be subject to substantial misalignments, which can persist for extended periods of 
time. H 
Their point of departure is to question the theory of EMH, referencing the fact that 
Fama updated his, stating that in an effident market, the asset prices 'fully reflect all 
available information' (Fama 1991). By implication, prices should always be at levels 
consistent with fundamental valuation metrics. This is a very broad statement, based 
on the strong version of EMH, which could· only hold if there was no cost associated 
with attaining "all available information". They contend that if sourcing finandal 
information was costly, it would only be sourced if there was an appropriate financial 
incentive for doing so. The irony of this statement is highlighted in the statement that 
there would not be a finandal incentive if the information was already 'fully reflected' 
in asset prices, made by Grossman and Stiglitz in 1980. A finanCially viable statement 
is that prices reflect inform~tion up to the point where the marginal benefits of acting 
on the information, with th~ expected profits to be made do not exceed the marginal 
costs of collecting it (Jerjlsen 1978). The concept of asset priCes moving as 
randomwalks is addressed, as per the statement; "Asset prices in an effldent market 
should fluctuate randomly through time in response to the unanticipated component 
of news" (Samuelson 1965)~ The reality is that stock returns are partially predictable 
however; the actual level of predictability is small when compared with the high level 
~w~~ . 
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in stock returns. This is corroborated by the findings that there is evidence of mean 
reversion in rebJrns on stock portfolios with holding periods of three to five years and 
greater (Poterba and Summers 1988; Fama and French 1988). 
Effectively, EMH may be disputed, based on numerous stock market anomalies 
covered in the paper under review and the findings of various others, such as: 
1. Value effects 
After controlling returns for company size and the variance of portfolio returns, shares 
of companies with lower PIE ratios tend to outperform the market (Fama and French 
1992). 
2. Momentum effects 
Given that value shares tend to produce superior returns over long investment 
horizons, the opposite appears applicable in the shorter term. A paper by Jegadeesh 
and Titman (1993) finds that portfolios with high returns in the recent past continue 
to produce above-average returns over a 3-12 month horizon. In addition, Chan, 
Jegadeesh and Lakonishok (1996) provide evidence that the momentum in share 
returns can be partially explained by the slow speed with which the market adjusts to 
profit surprises, either positive or negative. 
3. Size anomalies 
Small market capitalisation shares provide higher average rebJrns (Banz 1981). It was 
argued however that this may refiect a distressed firm effect (Chan and Chen 1991). 
The logic being that since small market cap shares encompass a larger spread of 
companies in financial distress, the higher expected retums experienced by these 
small shares may be a form of compensation for exposure to the increased risks 
associated with investing in distressed firms. 
EMH served as a major breakthrough in the 1960's, when initially proposed by Fama, 
and forms the basis of many subsequent studies. These subsequent studies served to 
back up EMH, however, they also served to close the opportunities associated with 
EMH, leaving many glaring questions unanswered, for example, the 1987 crash, which 
to this day is still not properly attributed to any specific factor or set of factors. 
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Following EMH, I revisited behavioural finance, since behavioural finance studies show 
how cognitive or emotional biases, which may be individual or collective, create 
anomalies in market prices which are inexplicable via EMH alone. 
The key issues In behavioural finance include "Why investors and fund managers 
(both lenders and borrowers) make systematic errors". The area of study considers 
the impacts on asset prices and the consequential returns due to these errors, 
ultimately leading to market inefficiencies. The field also attempts to explain what 
companies and individuals In the financial space do in order to take advantage of 
these market inefficiencies, commonly referred to as arbitrage trading. There is a 
consideration of the over or under reaction to new information and how this reaction 
may result in a trend, which could transpire in a crash or a bubble such as the dot 
com era in the late part of the last century. Certain commentators have ascribed these 
reactions to herding instincts; noise trading; overconfidence and a lack of attention to 
detail. There is also a reference to the lack of asymmetric nature between deciSions to 
acquire or keep assets, often referred to as the "bird in the bush" paradox. This is 
strongly evident in the loss aversion or regret that an investor attaches to a decision 
involving an emotionally valued resource such as their house. This loss aversion 
presents itself in investor behaviour as an unwillingness to sell shares If the sale would 
result in the trader having to realise a loss (Genesove & Mayer, 2001). It may also 
help explain why housing market prices do not adjust downwards to market clearing 
levels during periods of low demand, since people tend to hold onto the asset, 
"denying" any loss, since it is not realised. 
In order to understand these dynamics, researchers have been conducting studies in 
experimental finance, effectively creating an artificial market with the aid of simulation 
software to study people's decision making process and resultant behaviour in various 
financial market states, such as rampant bull markets, crashes and side ways trending 
markets. This field crosses 'into the psychology of a trader, attempting to identify 
whether certain personality: types are better suited to making rational decisions in 
times of extreme stress. 
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2.3 The lower level 
Is it possible to always outperfonn the market? 
I considered the work by Kahneman and Tversky, titled "Prospect theory: An analysis 
of decision under risk", which used cognitive psychological techniques to explain a 
number of documented anomalies in economic decision making. 
Abstract 
"This paper presents a critique of expected utility theory as a descriptive model of 
decision making under risk, and develops an altemative model, called prospect theory. 
Choices among risky prospects exhibit several pervasive effects that are inconsistent 
with the basic tenets of utility theory. In particular, people underweight outcomes that 
are merely probable in comparison with outcomes that are obtained with certainty. 
This tendency, called the certainty effect, contributes to risk aversion in choices 
invoMng sure gains and to risk seeking in choices InvoMng sure losses. In addition, 
people generally discard components that are shared by all prospects under 
consideration. This tendency, called the isolation effect, leads to inconsistent 
preferences when the same choice is presented in different fonns. An alternative 
theory of choice is developed, in which value is assigned to gains and losses rather 
than to final assets and in which probabilities are rep/aced by decision weights. The 
value function is normally concave for gains, commonly convex for losses, and is 
generally steeper for losses than for gains. Decision weights are generally lower than 
the corresponding probabilities, except in the range of low probabilities. 
Overweighting of low probabilities may contribute to the attractiveness of both 
insurance and gambling. H 
The key points I took out of the paper were that people tend to avoid risk, focusing 
rather on a certain outcome, even if less attractive than an alternative choice which 
may have a lower probability, however a more desirable outcome. This cuts to the 
core of most economic theories which assume that individuals aim to maximise utility, 
when it is actually certainty that individuals appear to desire. By way of example, this 
may answer why only certain athletes break through barriers that are perceived to be 
unattainable by the rest of the pack, who rather set "realistic and achievable" goals. 
This has a direct impact on finandal mai-ket product development, since the traditional 
argument has always been that individuals seek to achieve maximum returns. I would 
argue that this paper highlights the fact that an investment product should at its core, 
seek to deliver stable, consistent returns rather than merely seeking to generate the 
highest possible performance, with the associated variance in the return series. The 
fact that people gamble and fn addition, pay high insurance premiums, highlights the 
fact that deciSions tend to be made in the absence of an appreciation for statistical 
probabilities. This presents an opportunity for the inclusion of risk transferring 
instruments into an investment portfolio, such as option contracts, since individuals 
will tend to miss-price these, especially If they are far out the money options with a 
low 
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probability of being exercised. Nassim Taleb has built a business around the principle 
of purchasing extreme event options, to which he refers as "black swan events". 
While conventional finance models have been unable to solve the equity premium 
puzzle, Benartzi and Thaler (1995), dalm that they have solved this conundrum via 
the application of prospect theory. This may suggest that rational/logical economic 
models may be an oversimplification of the complex finandal system, with the desire 




Since the program for which I am writing this thesis is focused on management 
practice research, we were required to use the grounded theory research 
methodology. In 3.1, I discuss research In general. In 3.2, I discuss research in the 
financial markets and in 3.3 I discuss the research methodology I used in this paper 
(grounded theory). In 3.4, I highlight some of the advantages and disadvantages 
associated with grounded theory. 
3.1 Research In general 
Loosely speaking, research is conducted by everybody, typically to solve a particular 
problem. For example, a school leaver may be wondering which university would offer 
courses in a particular field of study that they wish to pursue. Sourcing infonnation on 
the courses offered by various universities, conducting interviews with current, past 
students and the faculty members of a university constitutes research in this instance. 
The Oxford English dictionary defines research as "the systematic study of materials 
and sources in order to establish facts and reach new conclusions", as a verb, It is 
defined as "carry out research into" or "use research to discover or verify Information 
to be presented in {a book, programme, etc.)". Its origin is attributed to obsolete 
French 'recercher', from 'cerchier' 'to search', The definition suggests that it Is the 
application of the mind to investigating a problem I situation. The objective of this 
research application Is typically to understand and explain the problem being dealt 
with, so as to create a framework, or model upon which further work may be done, 
leading to an increase in the body of knowledge around a specific area of study. I am 
suggesting that this research takes a scientific fonn; however, my studies have led me 
to the conclusion that this need not be the basis of all research. 
In scientific research, specific methods are applied, providing researchers with data or 
infonnation from which theories may be constructed to explain what is being 
observed, such as testing the changes in physical fonn that different substances 
undergo In zero gravity environments. Scientific research typically expands on existing 
knowledge by conducting new experiments. 
This contrasts with historl~1 research, where historians use primary information 
sources (written or oral), coupled with other evidence to research and then to write 
history as they perceive it 
The historical research metf10d is questioned by Gilbert l. Garraghan in his book "A 
Guide to Historical Methodw on various fronts; the criticism takes the fonn of six 
inquiries: 
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1. On what date was the source, written or unwritten, produced? 
2. In which place was It produced? 
3. Who was the author? 
4. Was it based on existing material! what analysis was engaged? 
5. What form did the original product take! what is its integrity? 
6. Is there evidence to back up the contents! how credible is the research? 
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This questioning highlights the importance of how information is gathered, interpreted 
and presented, If it is to be considered credible. 
Taking this notion further, research findings may be rejected by the community in 
which the research takes place. For this reason, the field of epistemology needs to be 
considered, when engaging in any form of research. Epistemology focuses on the 
debate around the nature of knowledge and how it relates to similar notions such as 
truth, belief, and justification. The field also considers the means of production of 
knowledge, as well as sceptldsm about different knowledge dalms, key questions in 
this field take the form of 'What is knowledge?," "How Is knowledge acqUired?," 
"What do people know?, tt "How do we know what we know?" 
In this paper, I do not address these questions, which tilt towards the philosophical 
side of research, and the "knowledge", rather, I focus on the results I get from the 
method of research I conduct and how that may be translated into a value adding 
component In the aeation of new finandal products in the South African market 
place. 
A common thread appears In the literature, i.e. the process of research tends to be of 
a certain structure. Apart from the dasslfication of the research In to scientific I non-
sdentific, the process tends to start with the formation of a topiC, upon which a 
hypothesis is stated. Theoretical definitions are then presented, coupled with working 
definitions. Relevant data is then gathered (via numerous different methodologies). 
The data is then analysed and Interpleted. This is then applied to the hypothesis, 
typically, the objective being to disprove the hypothesis, from a critical perspective, 
thus eliminating another assumption from the body of knowledge. A positive outcome 
leads to a statement that the research supports the hypothesis. This tends to form a 
basis for prediction, which may be verified through further research. This further 
research could ultimately disprove the hypothesis, leading to a new hypothesis. The 
process is Iterative. 
Common to most research is the attempt to add to existing knowledge. I found three 
broad fields of research in my readings, namely, investigative research dealing with 
new areas of study; practical research which develops a solution for a specific 
problem and empirical research which tests the viability of a solution based on 
observed data. 
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3.2 Research In financial markets 
In the field of finance, research focuses on the variables of time; money; risk and the 
interrelationship of these variables. Research in the financial markets arena tends to 
be split between academic research and Industry research typically provided by the 
sell side of the industry i.e. investment banks and stockbrokers to asset managers. In 
addition, asset managers have their own internal research teams within the business. 
Over the past couple of years, this divide has tended to become blurred, with some of 
the greatest brains in the academic world making a move into the realms of the 
financial market practitioner. 
Academic research takes the existing body of knowledge and builds from this base in 
order to increase the understanding of what is driving financial markets ex-post and 
what adaptations to current market models need to be made in order to avoid 
underperforming a given investment return benchmark, be it a market index or an 
economic Index such as inflation. 
The point of departure for most current research in financial markets, with specific 
reference to the fund management component of the financial markets, is modem 
portfolio theory (MPT). MPT proposes how rational investors will use diversification to 
optimise their investment portfolios, and how a risky asset should be priced in this 
context. 
The basic concepts of MPT are: 
• Diversification 
Diversification is a risk management technique, related to the hedging of a 
portfolio, achieved through mixing numerous investments within a single portfolio. 
Due to the fact that the fluctuation of a single investment has less impact on a 
diverse portfolio, diverSification minimises the risk associated with any single 
investment in the portfolio. There are three primary strategies used in improving 
diversification: 
1. Spread the portfolio· among multiple asset classes, such as indiVidual shares, 
unit trusts, interest yielding instruments such as government or corporate 
bonds, and cash. 
2. Vary the risk in each asset class. To achieve this, a portfolio can be diversified 
into different unit trust investment strategies, for example, value funds, growth 
funds, balanced funds, index tracking funds, small market capitalisation, and 
large market capitalisation funds. When a portfoliO includes investments with 
varied risk levels, large or extreme losses in one area tend to be offset by 
investments in other .areas. 
3. Vary your assets by industry, or by geographic location. This will minimise the 
impact of industry or country specific risks. 
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Another practical application of this kind of diversification is mixing Investments 
between domestic and international funds. Through country diversification, the 
portfolio is less sensitive to extreme events within any single country. 
The benefit of diversification is a reduction in portfolio risk. The cost is typically a 
reduction in returns. Diversification Is quantified by the Intra-portfolio correlation. 
This statistically measures the correlation on a range between negative one and 
positive one, which explains the degree to which the various assets in a portfolio 
can be expected to perform in a similar or opposite direction. A measure of -1 
means that the assets within the portfolio a perfectiy negatively correlated. That 
is, whenever one asset goes up, the other goes down. A measurement of 0 
means that the assets In the portfolio move independently, i.e. that the 
performance of one asset cannot be used to predict the performance of the 
, others. A measurement of 1 means that whenever one asset goes up, so do the 
others in the portfoliO. In order to eliminate diversifiable risk completely, an 
intra-portfolio correlation of -1 is required. 
The formula for calculating intra-portfolio correlation is: 
Where: 
Q Is the intra-portfolio correlation 
~ Is the fraction invested in asset I 
x., is the fraction invested in asset j 
PIj is the correlation between assets i and j 
n is the number of different assets 
• The efficient frontier 
The capital asset pricing model (CAPM) assumes that the risk-return profile of a 
portfOlio can be optimised. In this context, an optimal portfOlio displays the lowest 
possible level of risk for its associated level of return. Furthermore, since each 
additional asset introduCed into a portfolio provides further portfolio diversification, 
the optimal portfolio must comprise every asset, (assuming no transaction costs) 
with each asset value weighted to achieve this optimal 
portfolio. Each of these optimal portfolios, i.e., one for each level of return, 
constitutes the effident frontier. 
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• The capital asset prICing model (CAPM) 
The vast majority of financial resean::h over the past couple of decades has been 
bu It on !he premise of the capital asset pricing model. The CAPM Is used to 
determine a theoretICally appropria te required rate of return for an asset, should 
you wish to aOd me asset to an existing, diversified portfolio, while bemg 
cogmsant of the spe'Clfic asset's non·dlver5lf idOie (Instrument or >hare speCific) 
risk. The model takes Into account the asset's sensitivity ro non-dIVefSifiable risk 
(systemic risk or market ris)(), which is referred to as beta (13) in the fif13ncial 
research Industry, as well as the expected return of the market and the e~pected 
return of a theorellcal ns)(·frec asset. Th iS model was Introduced by Jack Treynor, 
IIlIllIam ShMpe, John Untner and Jan Moss,n Indcpendenljy. They were bu,!d,ng on 
the eartler work of Harr,' Markowitz around diverSIfication and modern portfolio 
theory. Sh,vpe received the Nobel Memorial Prize ,n EconomiCS (jointly With 
I'larkowlt;z and Merton Mil ler) for this contribution to the field of iinanoal 
economics. 
The formula for the Capital ~set Prldng Model: 




is the expected return on the capital asset 
is the risk-free rate of interest e.g. government bonds 
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{J. is the beta coefficient, which is the sensitivity of the asset 
returns to market returns 
E(Rm) 
E(Rm) -RI 
is the expected return of the market 
is the market premium (the difference between the 
expected market rate of return and the risk-free rate of 
return) 
Restated, in terms of risk premium: 
E(Rt) - H/:II {J.(E(R,.) - R/ ) 
Thus, the individual risk premium for a capital asset equals the market premium 
times the asset's beta to the market return . 
• The alpha and beta coeffidents . 
Alpha is a risk-adjusted measure of the active return on an investment portfolio 
over and above the benchmark against which the portfolio is measured. The 
active return is that portion of the portfolio which differs from the benchmark 
against which the portfolio is being measured. This Implies that a holding of 
greater or less amount of a particular share relative to the weigh~ of that share in 
the Index, is the active position in that share. Subtracting the performance of the 
benchmark from the portfolios return results in the relative performance of the 
portfolio. If an efficient market existed, the expected alpha value would equal 
the return of the risk free asset. This highlights how a portfolio performs, taking 
into account the risk of that portfolio. Therefore, if the alpha for a portfolio is less 
than the risk free return, the portfolio earned too little for Its risk; if alpha is 
equal to the risk free. rate, the portfolio earned sufficient return for the risk 
taken; and if a portfolio has an alpha score greater than the risk free rate, the 
portfolio generated a return in excess of the risk taken. 
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The beta coefficient of a portfolio shows the extent to which the expected return 
of a portfolio is correlated to the return of the market or index against which the 
portfolio is being measured. The beta of a portfolio is estimated through 
regression analysis against the portfolios benchmark. A portfolio with a beta score 
of zero means that its price is uncorrelated with the benchmark against which it is 
being measured and the portfolio can generate returns independent of the 
benchmark. A beta score greater than zero implies that the portfolio will tend to 
trend In the same direction as its benchmark. A negative beta score implies an 
inverse relationship between the portfolio and its benchmark; therefore, if a 
portfolio has a negative beta score to Its benchmark, and the benchmark 
decreases In value, the expected return of the portfolio will be positive. 
• The capital market line 
This capital market line (CML) is achieved by combining the entire market in which 
the portfolio Is able to invest, with the risk-free asset (cash or government bonds). 
Each point on the CML represents a greater risk-return profile than any portfolio 
on the efficient frontier. It has been proven that the CML represents the optimal 
capital allocation line, between riSky and risk free assets, since the addition of cash 
or leverage with the risk-free asset in combination with the market portfolio are on 
the capital Market Une. Each of these portfolios will maximise a portfOliO'S Sharpe 
ratio. The Sharpe ratio measures the excess return over the benchmark per unit of 
risk in a portfolio, highlighting how well an investor is compensated for the risk 
they take, if two different portfolios are compared to a common benchmark, for 
example, the risk free rate. 


















• The securities market line. 
The CAPM model may be represented graphically in the form of the Security 
market line (SML). The SML represents the expected rate of return for the whole 
market or investment universe under consideration, as a function of systematic 
(non-diversifiable) risk, or 'beta'. The Yaxis intercept, where beta = 0 of the SML 
is equal to the risk free interest rate. The slope of the SML represents investors' 
degree of risk aversion at a given time, which is the market risk premium. When 
considering portfolio construction, each asset is plotted against the SML using its 
own beta and historical rate of return. If the plot of the asset falls above the SML 
it is considered to have a good rate of return relative to Its risk, and vice versa if it 
falls below. 
MPT seeks to model an asset's return as a random variable, and then model a 
portfolio as a weighted combination of these single assets so that the return of a 
portfolio is the weighted combination of the assets' returns. Therefore, it can be 
argued that a portfolio's return is a random variable, and consequently has an 
expected value and a variance. In this model, risk is the standard deviation of 
returns. 
Any review of the CAPM needs to be read in conjunction with the arbitrage pricing 
theory model (APT). APT differs from CAPM since its assumptions are less 
restrictive. Where CAPM is a statistical model of asset returns, APT is more of an 
explanatory model. The APT model assumes that each investor will hold a unique 
portfolio with various different betas, in contrast to the market portfolio assumed 
In the CAPM. Many market participants view CAPM as a unique form of APT, since 
the securities market line effectively represents a single-factor model of the asset 
price, where beta is exposed to changes in value of the market. 
From an economic perspective, APT is seen as a supply side model, since its beta 
coefficients reflect the sensitivity of the underlying asset to economic factors. As a 
consequence, factor shocks may cause structural changes in assets' expected 
returns, or in the case of a specific share, the company's profitability. In contrast, 
the capital asset pricing model may be considered a demand side model. Its 
results, although similar to those of the APT, transpire through an optimisation 
exercise for each investor's utility function, and the resultant form of market 
equilibrium, as investors are viewed as asset consumers. 
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3.3 Research methodology I used In my studies 
Research serves the purpose of answering a question through the assimilation of 
relevant data, or a combination of current research with previous researcher's 
contributions. The nature of the projects I have undertaken in my studies is the 
answering of different questions, with the intention of deriving a potential answer or 
solution for the problem identified. Given that I had an idea of what the potential 
problem may be, coupled with a potential solution, I wanted to steer clear of a 
situation where my cognitive biases steer the research towards a preconceived 
outcome or potential solution which I may view as correct, yet in reality may be sub 
optimal. In light of this situation, in conjunctiOn with the fact that the potential 
concerns I had in the area of study were of a subjective nature, the basis of all three 
papers was grounded theory, as explained by Strauss and Corbin (1990): 
A grounded theory is one that is inductively derived from the study of the 
phenomenon it represents. That is, it is discovered, developed, and provisionally. 
verified through systematic data collection and analysis of data pertaining to that 
phenomenon. Therefore, data collection, analysis, and theory stand in reciprocal 
relationship with each other. One does not begin with a theory, then prove it Rather, 
one begins with an area of study and what is relevant to that area is allowed to 
emerge. (p. 23). 
Typically, grounded theory begins with a research situation. Within that Situation, the 
researcher seeks to understand what is happening and the different role players and 
their interactions have. This is done through observing, Interviews and discussion, 
with the key issues being noted. Grounded theory involves the constant comparison of 
data and interview outcomes, from which a theory emerges. From the comparisons, a 
process of coding is undertaken. From this coding, categories emerge, and from 
these, sub categories. As the categories and properties emerge, theses and the sub 
categories provide the theory. These are then "memoed". The depth of the sample 
may be added to through a process of theoretical sampling, effectively introducing 
more diversity and possibly different properties or sub categories. Once a category or 
its sub category may no longer be expanded upon, the results are sorted. This 
involves the grouping of the memos and arranging them in a manner that provides 
greater clarity to the theory. 
The key dlfferentiator between "baditional" research and grounded theory is that a 
grounded theory is emergert, a hypothesis is not being tested. Glaser stated that "it is 
to discover the theory impliCit in the data". Grounded theory is rigorous as it responds 
the situation in which the research is being conducted, coupled with the fact that the 
researcher is searching for. data which may contradict the emerging theory. Glaser 
states that to evaluate whether an emerging theory is suffiCient, it needs to fit the 
Situation and it needs to wOrk, effectively allowing the participants in a situation to 
understand the situation better and manage the situation more efficiently. 
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With respect to literature, given that grounded theory is an emergent theory, the 
researcher may not know at the start of your research, which literature Is relevant. As 
the theory emerges, the researcher is able to read the relevant body of knowledge. In 
addition, since the theory emerges from the data, a review of the relevant literature 
may be seen as additional data, not superior to the emergent data. Glaser suggests 
reading generally, attempting to avoid the literature associated with the current 
research, so as to avoid constraining coding and memolng. 
Methodology used In paper 1 
In this paper, I addressed my concern that the Investment teams within my company 
were not aware of the factors actually driving investment performance. 
This concern was based on my observation of two key areas: 
1. The team's investment performance through time. 
2. The teams appeared to have specialist skill with no general awareness of macro 
economics and the financial markets system. 
I created a causal loop diagram APPENo1X1, FIGURE 5 to represent these concerns, from 
which emerged various practical problems: 
1. The investment teams within Futuregrowth appeared to be focusing on their 
Investment thesis in the form of the "story" behind the investment being made and 
the manner in which decisions have been reached instead of directing their 
attention towards achieving the desired investment outcome from the client's 
perspective - performance. 
2. If the Investment teams are not aware of the factors which may be driving their 
funds performance, they may have "blind spots". 
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3. It appears that the investment teams may not be aware of their intense focus. 
In order to place the identified practical problems into a meaningful context, I framed 
these In the form of a practical question, which served as a departure point for further 
understanding the system under consideration. 
The question asked was "what is the current price level of the financial market 
variables being presented to your 
In order to achieve an actionable outcome or relevant knowledge, the process I 
applied was: 
1. The creation of a sample encompassing general financial market variables which 
are representative of the broad based market "drivers" in both the global and local 
financial markets. The variables fell into five broad categories: 
);> Currency spot rates 
);> Commodity spot rates 
);> Indices - global and local 
);> Bond yields 
);> Interest rates 
2. The selection of a group of representative Individuals across the company, within 
the specialist investment areas, to be questioned about the level of the financial 
variables. 
);> The questioning took place without prior warning, hence avoiding people 
anticipating the questions. 
3. I included a few non·investment professionals in both the equity and fixed interest 
groups as a reference point to allow comparisons with respect to investment 
professionals and support staff. 
ApPENDIX 1, FIGURES 6,7,8,9 represents the outcome of the practical questions posed to 
the sample groups. The findings from this exercise highlighted the fact that the 
concerns raised were valid and that further investigation was required. 
The practical problem being dealt with in paper 1 was subjective in that I was starting 
with my perceptions of what may be a problem and then attempting to understand 
the situation by observing data based on a sample test. For this reason, I chose to 
follow a grounded theory approach. 
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The point of departure was the creation of a group of questions, which served to 
initiate conversations with each individual who had formed part of the sample group 
for the practical question posed, as per APPENDIX 1, FIGURES 6,7,8,9. 
The questions posed for the grounded research were: 
1. What is the significance of an economic variable, such as the $/ZAR exchange 
rate? 
2. Is the observation of such a variable significant in the financial markets? 
3. Does the actual price or level of an index impact investment decisions? 
4. What is the importance of a financial variable? 
5. Do these variables represent actual supply and demand in the market place? 
6. What is important about observed financial time series? 
I intended to interview each individual, starting with the questions and then allowing 
different themes to emerge, I would collect; code and analyse the data, as per the 
observation that ''The method Is circular, allowing the researcher to change focus and 
pursue leads revealed by the ongoing data analysis" (Hutchinson, 1986, p. 119). 
ApPENDIX 2 shows the response received from three people. Each had agreed to 
answer the questions on the basis that they were e-malled, since they didn't have 
time for an Interview. I adapted the process and e-mailed all the sample group 
members, requesting their response to the questions being posed. I mentioned that 
these should not be seen as prescriptive and that any other commentary may be 
made. Only these three members responded, with the rest failing to engage, following 
in excess of five requests for either an Interview, or the completion of the e-malled 
document is a result on its own. 
I then coded the results which lead to the aeation of an affinity diagram APPENDIX 2 
FIGURE 10. From the affinity diagram, an Interrelationship diagraph APPENDIX 2 FIGURE 
11 was constructed, allowing the drivers; outcomes and links in the system to 
emerge. The next step was the creation of a causal loop diagram ApPENDIX 2 FIGURE 12 
representing the factors driving investment performance. The CLD allowed me to pose 
a research question: 
What do the factors in the causal loop diagram (APPENDIX 2 FIGURE 12, representing the 
drivers of investment performance) actually mean, and how do these factors impact 
each other, either directly or indirectly, via another factor and subsequently, how does 
this impact on investment performance? 
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Methodology used In paper 2 
In this paper, I contrasted two different schools of thought with respect to the 
financial markets, those in the efficient market hypothesis camp, who are of the 
opinion that markets are efficient and that the analysis of public information in the 
form of corporate annual financial statements is not going to assist in finding an edge 
to generate additional alpha. The EMH School places no value on the ability of an 
investor to pick shares; rather they go so far as to ascribe "superior performance" to 
luck. In contrast, the behavioural-bias school Is more concerned about the manner in 
which an investor thinks and makes decisions under risk, specifically loss aversion, in 
conjunction with a focus on the various cognitive biases that Individuals have. 
My concern was that neither group was aware of the fact that their focus is on the 
investment outcome of returns, without taking into account that the system is wider 
than returns, achieved through whatever decision making process they choose. I was 
concerned that the risk component specifically with respect to probability and more 
specifically cash management was being neglected. 
In order to gain further insight Into my concern, I represented the situation in a 
causal loop diagram APPENDIX 3 FIGURE 13. Emerging from this casual loop diagram 
were various practical problems: 
Investors tend to have a confirmation bias in that they search for information in a way 
that confirms their preconceptions. By way of example, the value crowd will list 
Warren Buffet as living proof that their approach is the only way to go, proceeded by 
a list of winning shares that they have picked through time. Should a performance 
attribution be undertaken in this instance and it confirms that value factors such as 
book value to price have actually driven the achieved performance, they will agree 
with the attribution, which reinforces their investment thesis, entrenching their 
decision making process, leading to a "blind faith" in their investment process. This 
leads to other biases In the form of the loss aversion bias, since value investors will 
then tell you that decisions they have made about purchasing a share are correct, 
even when the share is falling in price, they will assert that it is now even cheaper and 
that you should invest even more into the share, not willing to realise the loss on the 
existing investment. 
The practical problems raised motivated further investigation into the issues at hand. 
To frame the problem, I engaged in grounded research, interviewing (telephonically) 
representatives of the top 10 asset managers in South Africa, based on assets under 
management as at 31 December 2006 as per APPENDIX 3 FIGURE 14. The question I 
posed to each of the company representatives in order to get the conversation roiling 
was: 
Do you believe that as an Investment company you have the ability to 
outperform your benchmarks or the market itself, over time? 
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I mentioned that this question should serve as a start and that they should feel free to 
elaborate In any direction ttiey desired. Of interest is the fact that every single person 
then said that they would discuss the issues on the basis that their name was not 
mentioned and that I don't associate their response with their company. The outcome 
of the practical question is evident in APPENDIX 4 FIGURE15. This allowed me to create 
an affinity diagram APPENDIX 4 FIGURE 16 dealing with the factors pertaining to the 
grounded research question, which lead to the creation of an interrelationship 
diagraph APPENDIX·4 FIGURE17 From the interrelationship diagraph, I was able to 
construct a CLO, highlighting the factors which impacted on the ability to outperform 
the market over time, see APPENDIX 4 FIGURE18. The causal loop representation of the 
research problem highlighted the fact that cash management is a key component of 
the system, yet Investors, specifically professional investors tend to ignore this issue, 
while placing confidence in their ability to outperform the market over the long run. 
The question which emerged was: 
)0 Is it possible to generate positive returns over time, even if the investment 
process being used is a random signal? 
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Methodology used in paper 3 
The last decade has seen an evolution in the South African pension fund landscape, 
with a move in retirement funds from defined benefit to defined· contribution, and the 
resultant transfer of risk from employer to employee with respect to a potential 
shortfall at retirement. 
The situation highlights the fact that the indMdual now needs to take an active 
Interest and participate in their retirement planning. Actuaries still consult to 
employers and employees, yet the risk of insuffldent funds at retirement needs to be 
dealt with by the Individual. 
The fact that actuaries are now responsible for investment returns, since there is no 
fall back onto the company as in the defined benefit space, has lead to conservatism 
on their part. They tend to place people In buckets, based on age or life stage. What 
transpires Is a sltuatton whereby in the last five years of a person's working life, their 
investments are effectively In money market Instruments, with a small portion In 
bonds. This strategy proves to be stable In that the risk of capital loss is substantially 
reduced. 
My concern lies in the fact that during the five years prior to a person's retirement, 
they typically have low to non-existent debt levels, since their children have grown up 
and completed their studies, they have paid off a bond they may have had on their 
house, and they would not have any debt for household durable goods. All this leads 
me to be concerned that a simple money market and bond allocation Investment 
strategy locks people Into a low risk, low potenttal for capital growth strategy at the 
time when they actually need to maximise their returns, since at retirement, when 
they no longer have an Income in the form of a salary, they will definitely move into a 
money market or bond type investment portfolio. 
The effects of inflation get negated In this passive investment approach. With the 
current advances in medical technology, healthier eattng patterns and an awareness 
of the benefits derived from moderate exercise, the probability of outliving the 
actuarial life expectancy tables is constantly increasing. 
I am concerned that there may be life left at the end of a retiree's pension annuity 
stream. These concerns are best represented in a "behaviour over time graph", 
highllghttng the Increasing . Inflation trend over the past four years. See APPENDIX S 
FIGURE19 This graph highlights the fact that if investment returns for a pension fund 
are less than S% per annum on average, the investor is actually losing money from a 
purchasing power perspective. Therefore it becomes apparent that a simple money 
market and bond component portfolio which yields in the region of 9% per annum is 
basically treading water on a real or returns less Inflattonbasis. The scenario becomes 
negattve if Inflation levels move to 6% or greater per annum. 
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The relevance of this study is two fold. Firstly, if the returns generated by any 
investment portfolio are less than Inflation {as measured by CPIX} through time, 
people will have insufficient assets to retire comfortably. Therefore, this study is 
relevant to every Individual of working age, who is self dependant from an income 
perspective. Secondly, if the volatility in an investment portfolio is not adequately 
managed, a situation could transpire whereby all the returns or a large portion of the 
returns generated during the capital accumulation period in an individual's working 
life, may be forfeited In the last few years prior to retirement. 
In order to understand what the perception of the market place would be towards an 
absolute return fund created to address the concerns raised, I decided to conduct 
Interviews with representative market partldpants, namely the actuarial consultants 
who advise pension funds. To achieve this, I engaged in some grounded theory 
research. 
The research took the form of telephonic interviews with various parties. Interestingly, 
they were all happy to answer my questions, on the basis of anonymity being 
maintained. 
The questions posed for the grounded research, with respect to an absolute return 
fund: 
1. What is your view on absolute vs. relative performance to a benchmark? 
2. Are enhanced returns with lower risk {enlarged opportunity set} achievable 
through the use of an absolute return fund? 
3. Are lower overall risk and volatility {portfolio correlation} important in your decision 
making process from a portfolio construction perspective? 
4. Do you think a fund manager should target positive returns in rising and falling 
markets, without deferring negative returns to relative performance? 
Each conversation started with the questions and allowed for different themes to 
emerge, I collected, coded and analysed the data, as per the observation that "The 
method is circular, allowing the researcher to change focus and pursue leads revealed 
by the ongoing data analysis" (Hutchinson, 1986, p. 119). 
Coded data, from the grounded research led to an affinity diagram, which served as 
the basis for an Interrelationship diagraph, see APPENDIX 5 FIGURE20. From the 
Interrelationship diagraph, I constructed a casual loop diagram, APPENDIX 5 FIGURE21 
From the interaction with the grounded research participants, the following key 
research problems emerged: 
The vast majority of absolute return funds in South Africa tend to have the basic 
principle of constant proportion portfolio insurance (CPPI) as a core principle. The 
CPPI concept needs further explanation: 
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)0 In essence, CPPI may be defined as a fund which holds risky assets (equities) and 
non risky assets such as cash or money market funds in its portfolio. 
)0 The levels of equity holdings or exposure in the portfolio are increased in a rising 
equity market and conversely, the level of equity exposure in the portfOlio is 
decreased in a falling equity market. 
)0 This is coupled with the selection of a targeted minimum floor fund value level 
relative to the starting fund value, below which the fund may not fall. This floor is 
dynamic and is constantly adjusted at regular Intervals, typically on a quarterly 
basis. Therefore, the constant proportion portfolio insurance name becomes self 
explanatory . 
)0 A key point to note with CPPI is that this type of strategy doesn't require a finite 
investment horizon. 
In order to gain a greater understanding of the concerns around the CPPI problem, I 
made use of force field analysis: 
The context was the 1987 global equity market crash. In this case, the use of CPPI 
failed dismally, since as the equity market declined the process required a reduction in 
equity exposure, effectively selling into a falling market. As the market fell further, the 
process required even more equity holdings to be reduced in an already depressed 
equity market. This situation got compounded by the fact that once the equity 
markets did tum positive again, the investor would be holding a· very low portion of 
equity assets and would therefore fail to capture the equity premium. 
The next consideration is that of a buy and hold approach. The problem with this 
approach is that the investor's time horizon becomes critical, since if they have held 
their equity assets for many years, in a gradually upward trending market and the 
market suddenly crashes In the year prior to their retirement, they don't have 
sufficient time to make up the losses. 
Some kind of variable compromise or combination which takes into account past 
learning's would be needed in order to maximise the potential returns for a fund, 
while reducing the risk of the fund, as measured by the volatility within the fund. 
A second problem was the issue with regards to what the correct investment returns 
benchmark should be for an absolute return fund. 
The causal loop diagram, generated from the grounded research in conjunction with 
the research problems identified were best framed by a set of questions, which 
needed to be answered in order to generate an outcome which would serve to 
address the points which emerged: 
1. What is the right level to pitch decision criteria "trigger levels" at, to maximise 
returns? 
2. What is a relevant "in-sample" test period? 
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3. How much return per unit of volatility is achievable through varying asset 
allocation in an absolute retum fund? 
4. What type of derivative overlays serve to accomplish this type of strategy? 
Considering that all three research papers followed a related stream, with a focus on 
investment performance and the construction of portfolios, with the objective function 
of seeking to determine the driving factor behind these factors and their 
interrelationship, I had considered making use of meta-analysis. Broadly speaking, 
meta-analysis seeks to combine the results of different studies which in essence 
address a set of related research themes. This is normally conducted by identifying a 
common measure of effect size, which is then modelled using a form of meta-
regression. The resultant overall averages while controlling for study characteristics 
are typically considered to be meta-effect sizes, which tend to be more powerful 
estimates of the true effect size than those derived during a single study under a 
given single set of assumptions and conditions. 
I chose not to use meta-analysis, since a key weakness of the method is that sources 
of bias are not controlled by the method and a good meta-analysis of badly designed 
studies will still result in bad statistics. In addition, this type of research seeks to draw 
condusions based on numerous studies. A further weakness of the method is the 
heavy reliance on published studies, known as the "file-drawer effect", whereby only 
studies with significant outcomes are published. I feel that the outcomes in my papers 
have been Significant; however, I may be falling into my own bias, intending to prove 
a point instead of letting the results emerge from the data. For this reason, I chose to 
focus on the use of grounded research and apply empirical data as support for my 




4.1 Paper 1 
The research question posed in paper 1 was: 
What do the factors in the causal loop diagram (ApPENDIX 2 RGURE 12, representing the 
drivers of investment performance) actually mean, and how do these factors impact 
each other, either directly or indirectly, via another factor and subsequently, how does 
this Impact on Investment perfo1117ilnce? 
ANSWER 
In order to answer the question the factors in the causal loop diagram APPENDIX 2 
FIGURE 12, first need to be defined: 
Subjective biases 
To define subjective biases"we need to decompose the term into its two components. 
Subjective means based on or influenced by personal feelings, tastes, or opinions. 
Bias means an inclination or prejudice in favour of a particular viewpoint. In this 
context, we are referring to an individual's subjective opinion of the current financial 
market and what its future direction may be. 
Market confidence levels 
This refers the level of optimism or pessimism in financial markets. This may be 
expanded further, as the intuitive feeling of the greater investment community 
regarding the expected directional movement of the stock market. For example, if 
market sentiment is bullish, then most investors expect an upward move in the stock 
market. Various technical and statistical methods may be used to measure market 
sentiment such as advancing versus declining stocks; new highs versus new lows. 
Sentiment 
This refers to feelings and emotions. Feelings convey information about Situations, on 
both conscious and subconscious levels, e.g. fear may be real or perceived. 
Furthermore, perception of the physical world does not necessarily result in a 
generalised reaction among a group of people, it varies depending on one's tendency 
to handle the situation, how the situation relates to one's past experiences, and any 
number of other factors. Emotion is defined as an intense mental state that arises 
automatically in the nervous system rather than through conscious effort, this may 
trigger either a negative or positive psychological response. 
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Uncertainty 
Generally refers to the state of being uncertain. Following on from this explanation; 
uncertain means not known, reliable, or definite. In this context, I am referring to the 
situation where market agents are uncertain of the future market direction. 
Market cycles 
The term market cydes broadly refers to different phases that the financial markets 
may be in. Typically, two broad phases are differentiated, a bull market and a bear 
market phase. A bull market Is represented by a rising price trend, and a bear market 
Is indicated by a falUng price trend. From this basic definition it would appear easy to 
determine what type of market we1re in at any point in time. In reality, It's not quite 
that simple, because it all depends on what time frame we observe when determining 
when one kind of market phase ends and another one begins. 
Volatility 
This Is the standard deviation of the change In value of a finandal instrument over a 
specific time horizon. Typically, volatility Is l,.lsed to quantify the risk of the instrument 
over that time period. This risk may be expressed as either a percentage of the initial 
value e.g. 10% or an absolute number, such as R 100. 
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RAUONALE 
Now that the factors have been defined, we can explore how they Impact each other 
in a multi factor environment and ultimately how they Impact investment 
performance. 
From the evidence presented, it is apparent individuals' perceptions; actions and 
reactions have a direct impact on financial market performance. This spans the entire 
spectrum of the CLO presented in APPENDIX 2 FIGURE 12, from subjective biases; market 
confidence levels; sentiment; uncertainty; market cycles through to volatility. For this 
reason we need to consider "behavioural finance" as a departure point. 
As far back as 1841, when Charles Mackay published his book, Extraordinary Popular 
Delusions and the Madness of Crowds, irrational responses and periods of 
hypersensitivity have been apparent in finandal markets. A more current piece on this 
subject by Robert J. Shiller, (who coined the phrase "irrational exuberance" as 
referenced by Alan Greenspan, the previous United States Federal Reserve Governor), 
draws the conclusion that the magnitude of financial market moves is often far 
greater than what may be explained by "rational" economic pridng models. Since the 
start of the current bull market in the 1980's studies have been conducted Into the 
field of behavioural finance in an attempt to shed some light on the psychological 
reasons behind these periods of "irrational exuberance" and exaggerated "despair". 
One of the key issues uncovered in this field is the concept of loss aversion, which 
highlights the point that Investors will pay a premium to avoid a certain loss. This is 
corroborated by Amos Tversky, who showed that investors tend to hang onto bad 
investments in order to avoid the actual realisation of a loss, when rationally it makes 
sense to sell the current under performing holding and enter into another potentially 
more profitable transaction. Shiller and Summers addressed the issue of overreaction, 
concluding that market prices frequently vary from "rational" valuations. Another key 
area is that investors tend to be overconfident in their subjective valuations. Werner 
DeBondt and Richard Thaler verified this and in addition showed that investors tend to 
overreact to extraordinary or unforeseen news items. This results in excessive 
volatility. The positive spin on this volatility is that post disappointments due to 
excessively positive expectations, prices tend to overreact which transpires in 
purchasing opportunities for the "rational" investor. 
One of the key findings of behavioural finance is that investors make investment 
decisions based on company specific issues, while omitting to take into account their 
total portfolio exposures. consider the purchase of an uncorrelated, yet riSky share, 
which has a high forecast return. Typically an investor would avoid the share and 
label it as too risky. In reality, this share should be included in the portfolio as a 
hedge, with the potential to reduce risk, given that it is uncorrelated to the rest of the 
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portfolio. This ties in with the "agency effect", which touches on the fact that the pay 
off for fund managers Is asymmetric, in that they receive benefits in the form of 
bonuses and equity in the investment company when their investment decisions prove 
to be correct, yet they could suffer the loss of their jobs if their investment dedslons 
tum out to be Incorrect. This asymmetry can lead to risk~averse behaviour in 
situations where a greater degree of risk exposure could benefit both the fund and its 
Investors. 
In addition, the issue of extrapolation of the recent past has been raised in 
behavioural finance. In this case, Investors place too much emphasis on what has 
been working In the recent past, while failing to recognise the probability of mean 
reversion towards the long~term "average". This explains why cycles tend to last 
longer than expected. A further area of study is the Issue of "herding" or consensus 
thinking, in which Investors "blindly" follow each other into specific shares or sectors. 
To observe these traits, one merely needs to cast your thoughts back to the "dot 
com" era, when irrationalities such as "dicks per page" superseded observable metries 
such as earnings per share. 
In addition to behavioural finance, we need to consider the "rational beliefs" 
hypothesis proposed by Professor Mordecai Kurz of Stanford University. Professor Kurz 
proposed that a possible explanation for the volatility in asset pricing and a potential 
solution to certain issues in modem finance is the concept of "endogenous 
uncertainty." Oasslcal finance presumes that Investors have a common model for 
Interpreting how fundamentals affect asset prices. For example, think along the lines 
of the dividend discount model or a discounted cash flow model. In this worid view, 
when fundamentals (exogenous or external factors) change, all Investors have the 
same interpretation of this event and how it may impact on a shares price. This school 
of thought is of the opinion that the only advantage an investor can have is a better 
knowledge or understanding of the fundamentals in comparison to other investors. 
Kurz agrees that most investors have a common mental model (endogenous or 
internal) which maps fundamentals to asset prices. Noteworthy is that his key insight 
is that these models actually differ across investors, and that every individual has 
limited and time dependent confidence levels for their model. Kurtz proves that if this 
is actually true, then there are really two drivers of asset prices. Changes in 
fundamentals, and in addition, changes in the models investors use to interpret these 
fundamentals and subsequently map them to their subjective perception of "fair 
value". Kurtz refers to this effect as "endogenous uncertainty". 
A further area of study which bears mentioning is the concept of "Adaptive Markets 
Theory" developed by Dr. Andrew W. Lo, a professor at MIT's Sloan School of 
Management. In a 2004 paper, Lo postulates that markets are ineffiCient and 
therefore successful active management is poSSible, yet competing groups of 
investors over time tend to squeeze out apparentiy obvious ineffidencies from the 
finanCial markets. He makes a comparison between the finanCial markets and 
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evolutionary forces, proceeding to present the financial market as an ecosystem. In 
Lo's "adaptive markets hypothesis", he integrates some findings from behavioural 
finance and proposes the concept of competitive, evolutionary markets. 
The key beliefs behind Lo's adaptive markets theory are: 
» Investors are self-engrossed. 
» Adaptation and innovation in investment strategies Is a function of 
competition between investors. 
» Investors make mistakes, many of these mistakes are detailed in the 
behavioural finance research, however, investors do have the ability to 
adapt and learn. 
» There is a level of natural selection which shapes the finandal market 
ecology, in the form of successful investors being imitated while 
unsuccessful investors change their approach or leave the financial markets. 
» Evolution determines the financial market dynamics. 
The key implications of Lo's hypothesis include: 
» Risk I reward relationships are not stable and are non-linear. 
» Risk premia are variable through time. 
» Limited arbitrage does exist from time to time. 
» Strategies do go in and out of favour, consider growth and value cycles. 
» Adaptation and innovation are keys to survival. 
I have shown that investors appear to have different perceptions of what drives share 
prices. There are pros and cons to these different schools of thought, with apparent 
cycles during which they fall in and out of favour. There is a natural evolution to the 
market, with successful managers enduring (even if this success is merely a stroke of 
luck, in that their approach is suitable for the current market phase) and less 
successful managers either adapting or seeking greener pastures in different 
industries. 
A key point to note is that when the market environment starts changing, too many 
investors hold on to the approaches that have made them successful in the past for 
too long, believing that the recent past will endure. I liken this to driving down a 
straight road, navigating solely by the rear view mirror. It works perfectly until the 
first comer is experienced. Therefore, I would suggest an adaptive investment 
process, fiexible enough to cope with changing market phases. 
Markets are inefficient as highlighted by behavioural finance research amongst others, 
which demonstrates that individuals do not always act rationally, either on their own 
or in the collective. Investors' mental models of how share prices are discovered 
change in reaction to fundamental factors at play, and to "endogenous" variables. I 
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believe that further study is required into the type of individual that should be 
employed as a fund manager. 
Key leamings I values extracted from paper 1 
1. Investment returns may be volatile through time, even when investment 
professionals with specialist focus areas apply themselves to the objective of 
maximising returns. 
2. Specialist investment professionals may be highly qualified and experienced, 
however, at times; it appears that they are disconnected from reality, seemingly 
unaware of the Interconnectivlty of the various factors in the finandal markets and 
how these actually drive share prices. 
3. Investment professionals tend to focus on their investment thesis, wanting to 
prove the validity of their "way" of investing, be it style, theme, analysis or 
thematic, when the actual focus should be on maximising risk adjusted Investment 
returns for clients. 
4. Behavioural biases tend to drive the way in which fund managers tend to invest 
and as SUCh, the field of behavioural finance requires further study in conjunction 
with traditional investment theories. 
5. Financial markets are not as effident as the investment public think. 
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PAPER 2 
The research question posed in paper 2 was: 
Is It possible to generate positive retums over time, even if the Investment process 
being used Is a random signal? 
ANswER 
The answer to the research question is a resounding yes! 
The process followed to generate the scenario in the research question was run in 
Matlab, utilising actual price data, to allow for a representative empirical study. The 
code for the process is available in APPENDIX 7. 
The system at hand (the ClO representative of the research problem APPENDIX 4 FIGURE 
18), shows that current thinking favours the significance of the investment process 
and places a premium on the overconfidence effect, with Investors attempting to 
search out the "star fund manager", assuming that IndMduals are able to outperform 
the market. Of the key drivers in the system, the overconfidence effect Is believed to 
drive out performance over time. This Is typically dted in conjunction with the 
particular investment process selected by the investor to explain returns. 
The key nature of the concern raised was that cash management is being neglected in 
favour of the Investment process. I believe that cash management is a key 
component in any investment process as proven by the fact that positive returns may 
be generated, even when the investment process in question is sub-standard. The 
results from my cash management scenario prove that positive returns are actually a 
function of protecting capital and Implementing stop-losses In a disdpllned manner, 
while allOWing positive winning trades to run, and adding to these winning trades, 
irrespective of whether the current position held is a long or short position. To prove 
this point, I went to the extreme of a random coin toss, which over a large enough 
sample will produce equal probability of being long or short. This effectively strips out 
the \\investment process" from the scenario resulting into specific focus on cash 
management. 
This solution should address the needs. of all stakeholders in the financial market 




The logic behind my answer is that a disciplined approach to cash management in the 
investment world will provide positive returns over the long run. In order to prove the 
point, I have devised a scenario where the investment Signal, which is effectively a 
proxy for the investment process alluded to by the largest ten investment companies 
in South AfrIca Is stripped out of the scenario, allowing a specific focus on the answer 
being provided in the form of cash management. 
To understand how I have come to the conclusion, we need to unpack the method I 
have used: 
In running my scenario, I aimed to eliminate as many biases as possible. The key bias 
I wished to remove was the overconfidence bias in which we believe that we have 
greater abilities than we actually have. This came through in the grounded research 
interviews conducted in APPENDIX 4 FIGURE 15. Every single company In the sample 
group said that they could outperform the market over time. From a statistical 
perspective we know that this is impossible, since every single one in the sample 
group would be above the mean. The median would be at the 100th percentile! To 
prove that this statement on behalf of the sample group participants (that they could 
all outperform), is over ambitious, we need only look at APPENDIX 6 FIGURE 22, which is 
an extract from the Alexander Forbes asset consultants fund managers survey. I have 
highlighted the fund managers in red, and the returns have been highlighted in red, 
for the times when they have not beaten their respective benchmarks. Of interest is 
the fact that there appears to be no common benchmark. 
The objective of my theory is to demonstrate that cash management can generate 
positive returns even if the "investment process" being used is a random signal such 
as the toss of a coin. The hit rate means that the suggested trade should over a large 
enough number of observations only be correct 50% of the time. This means that if 
the investment process was blindly followed on an equal weighting basis for each 
suggested transaction, the process could either generate negative or positive returns 
over time, since 50% of the time the intended trade would be wrong! This effectively 
strips out any "investment signal" and allows the validity of the suggested cash 
management thesis to be viewed in isolation. 
The conditions used for the cash management scenario: 
1. The trade decisions are based on randomly fiipping a coin to determine either a 
buy or a sell transaction. 
2. The instrument to be traded in the simulation is the ALSI 40 near expiry futures 
contract which gets traded on the South African futures exchange (SAFEX). 
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3. The trigger action, which is the determinant to institute an additional trade if the 
strategy already has one in place, or to Initiate a stop loss strategy if the existing 
position is in a loss is dependent on the ALSI 40 index future level. 
4. The stop-loss and stop-profit rules are a function of the index futures level. 
5. Profitable trades have a built in pyramiding addition scheme, once a trade is in a 
profit scenario which is greater than 50/0, then a second trade in the same 
direction (either long or short, depending on what the Initial trade direction was) is 
added. 
6. The stop-loss applicable to this second trade will be 2.5% below the entry level for 
the transaction In question. 
7. The stop-profit is a fioating one, with it rising in 2.5°A, increments, as the 5% profit 
level for a trade Is breached. Essentially, over time, the trend gets captured while 
minimising potential losses - effective cash management. 
8. Stop Loss Logic: 
a. If profit> 5%, stop-profit at 5% (profit will be taken if the trade profit falls 
back to a level of 5%. 
b. If loss > 2.5%, then exit the trade (stop-loss), this action is implemented 
Immediately and is the crux of the process, since this Is the action which 
preserves capital and allows the fund to "live another day". The significance 
of this point Is key, since If we start at 100 and the fund goes down to 90 (a 
10% fund value drop), It will take an 11,1% fund value gain to get back to 
the Initial starting point (from 90 back to 100). 
As the old adage goes, a picture is worth a thousand words; hence the results from 
the scenario are best displayed graphically in APPENDIX 6 FIGURE 22 AND FIGURE 23. 
Key positive results from the scenario: 
> The strategy generated a 60% success rate, which is phenomenal in terms of 
investment process systems. 
> This was achieved with a bet hit rate of 51% at the individual transaction level 
(the likelihood of a transaction being correct turned out to be correct 51% of 
the time, based on the random "coin toss", and achieved through random 
number generation); 
> The strategy accumulated cash through time, hence showing the ability to 
generate positive returns. 
> The distribution of returns had a positive skew, with a median greater than 
zero. 
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Key learnings I values extracted from paper 2 
1. The asset allocation component in fund management does not receive sufficient 
focus in the investment process. It appears that investment professionals want to 
rather focus on picking the winning share, or a "ten bagger" share which increases 
in value more than tenfold from the initial purchase price for the share rather than 
building a sound portfolio. 
2. Efficient market hypothesis as proposed by Professor Famma cannot hold true, 
otherwise it would not be possible to outperform the market index over time. This 
is in contrast to the data which suggests that some fund managers do "beat" the 
market over time, while others under perform. If all information is known and 
represented in shares prices at all time, would all fund managers merely achieve 
the market return? 
3. The perception of risk, real or subjective tends to impact the decision making 
process followed by fund managers. There tends to be an aversion to realiSing a 
loss, even if It is the logical thing to do and take the remaining proceeds and place 
them into a better performing investment. It appears that people don't "feel" the 
pain of a loss while it is only a revaluation loss on paper, with the potential to 
recover. 
4. Cash management, which is the preservation of funds in a portfolio, through 
effective mechanisms such as stop losses, or varying the portion of the portfolio 
which is exposed to the risky asset (typically equities), based in the appreciation or 
depredation of the component investments serves to protect the capital in the 
fund and allow for compound growth over the longer term. I found that this alone 
allows for an out performance of the market, on a simulated back tested basis. 
5. There appears to be vast amounts of time spent on looking for "Investment 
signal", that Is where to Invest, when in reality, the timing component and asset 
alloCation to different sectors appears to have a greater significance on the returns 
generated. 
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4.2 PAPER 3 
The key research questions posed in paper 3 were: 
1. What is the right level to pitch decision aiteria "trigger levels" at, to maximise 
returns? 
2. What is a relevant "in-sample" test period? 
3. How much return per unit of volatility is achievable through varying asset 
allocation in an absolute retum fund? 
4. What type of derivative overlays serve to accomplish this type of strategy? 
ANSWER 
In order to create an absolute return fund that addressed the key research questions, 
I decided that a twist to the traditional CPPI type absolute retum fund strategies was 
required. I needed to deal with the major short comings of this concept. The key one 
being that the process works for gently trending markets, yet it is when extreme 
moves occur, which are usually followed by a reversion back to the long term mean 
that the process fell short. 
My answer takes the form of an enhancement to traditional absolute return funds. In 
conjunction with the traditional CPPI methodology, I introduced a strategic asset 
allocation component (SAA). This SAA component invests contrary to the traditional 
CPPI methodology in that in an excessive upward movement of the equity component 
in the fund, the SAA strategy would attempt to capture this excessive volatility. To do 
this, the fund would have to sell into the strength, once a certain trigger level was 
breached on the upside. Conversely, the fund would be required to purchase equities 
in a market which had fallen excessively, once the trigger level had been breached on 
the down side. As I ran the data, it emerged that a further refinement could be 
introduced in the form of a passive buy and hold (BH) strategy. 
The whole process was an iterative one, with greater levels of effiCiency being 
achieved with each new optimisation. The key concept of the simulation fund was: 
> It combined "trend following" (CPPI) strategies with "contrarian" (SAA) strategies 
and passive strategies (BH). 
> The strategy selection was dependant on the magnitude of the equity component 
holding moves within the fund. 
> The fund would be rebalanced on a quarterly basis, with the magnitude of 
movement in the equity component holdings in the fund determining what 
strategy would be implemented for the ensuing quarter. 
fhe pnmilry focus of the ilbsolute return fund (AR.F) would be: 
... To create iI reductlOn in the levels of volilti lity experienced in the funds returns 
through time . 
... Manage the downside nsk (as measured by the volaDlity of returns less than zero) 
that the fund may suffer. 
,. Generation of returns in excess of inflation, with the absolute return fund 
experiencing voliltility levels less than the general equity market volatil ity levels. 
For the purpose of the simulation, the instruments used; rebalance frequency; 
simulation period and trigger levels used were: 
on the JSE, based on a market 
This index gets rebalanced on a 
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RAnONALE 
"The proof is in the pudding"! 
The back-testing over the ten year period yielded the following results with respect to 
the stated research questions: 
1. The right level to pitch the decision criteria "trigger levels"at, to maximise 
returns were: 
The optimal asset allocation trigger levels between CPPI, SAA and BH from an 
asset allocation perspective turned out to be 0% - 1% for the BH strategy, from 
1 % - 7% for CPPI in its pure form, greater than 7% for SAA. Note that these 
levels inverted apply the same logic in reverse. 
This may be represented in a set of fund asset allocation rules: 
» CPPI asset allocation changes in the equity component of the fund < 1% 
Treated as a buy and hold 
» CPPI asset allocation changes in the equity component of the fund > 7% 
Treated as SAA 
» CPPI asset allocation changes the equity component of the fund > 1% and < 
7% 
"Traditional" CPPI implemented 
The graphical representation of these rules is observable in FIGURE 25. The asset 
allocation between cash and equity is evident in FIGURE 26. 
The justification for the 1% and 7% bands emerged from the 10 year back-testing, 
which highlighted the fact that these levels increased the probability of maximising 
performance in the long term. 
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2. In my OP'IlIO/l, il r(!cvant "m'S<lmplc" test per iod I'IiIS ten years; however, tIlb 
time period needs to Irlc'udc ,Imes of extreme volafi lity. 
The Justif ICation for this ~ssertlon Ilcs In lhe filet that for any absolute return 
fund to consl~tent ly meet ilnd exceed Its 5I:ated IOves.tmcnt ObjCCtlVes, II w oo'a 
have to weather vanous "stormy periods~. 
[ chose the period from 1995 to .2005, since <luring th 5 time period, the 
simulation would encounter; 
~ Extreme currency volahl.ty dixmg 2001, as seen In FlGURE 27. 
~ Three market crashes 1997 - the emerg f1g l"!ilrkCts enSIS, 1998 - the 
Russ,an debt default and 2000 -the dot corn bubble bur~tmg, as seen In 
F!Q;'I~ 28. 
~ A rampant bu'l I"larket lastmg from 2003 . ?, as seen In FlGJRf 28. 
"' 
, 
J. The return per unit of vola~1 tv whICh IS achevable tl"vouI;Jh vary'ng the asset 
allocatOl"lln the absolute return fund: 
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It should be noted that the mechar"llcal Implementa~OI"I of the abso!ute ret1Jrr 
fund strate<)Y, ARF In '1r,,,1t[ 25, as per the fo rmat In the ilnS"ler, Y'elaed a 
greater return per untt of VQ1aOhty than the ALS! 40 tota l return IndeK, 1200T In 





Considering the volati lity -elative to the component building blocks proved that 
the fund simulatioo had lower levels of volatility than the ALS! 40 total retum 







The next conSIderatIOn was hOw the ab§Ojute return fund would l)ehitlle on a 
quarterly basiS. The 51muliltlOn YIelded resorts: 
The returns that were generated from the slmu!atioo: 





The Simulation prov~ the ~nt that the combination of the C;>PI, SAA and 811 
strategies yielded a greater return than the Simple implementilt ion of 11 [lure 
CPP[ strategy: 
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Based on the probability of success, suggested from the simulation period, I 
decided to get approval from my board to ,nvest FUt\lregTOwth seed captal Into 
a fund based on the methodologies tested in the Simulation perIOd. The 
FururegTOwth absolute rerum fund was mltlated. 
Actual Futuregrowth Absolute Return Fund Performance: 
The Futufl!9rowth Absolute Rerurn Fund Is based on the nvestment strategy 
explained In the answer above. FIGURE 3'1 is the cumulative performance of the 
fund relative to targeted beochmarX of CPIX+)% arid the FTSEJJSE All share 
Index (merely for reference purposes) on a monthly perlonnance basiS. F(GUIU: 
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Descnptwe statistics for the actual fund performance: January 2006 to ]0 
september 2007 
Risk DeComPOSition of the FuturegrO\'lth Absolute Return Fund 
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From the descnp~ve return Sliltist lCS In FIGURE 36, It is eVident that the strategy 
dellvcrs tile in tended objective, n(lmely, returns In excess of infla tion with low 
levels of risk In the form of vol iltility. 
i 
I 
FuturegrowtJl Abso lute Return Funa Re lative to Peers 
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4. The type of derivative overlays which serve to accomplish the objective of the 
absolute rebJm fund strategy: 
During the calendar year of 2006, at a time when actual funds were invested in 
the strategy, I chose to implement a "short fence". It should be noted that 
during the simulation period, the back-testing would have been meaningless, 
since the benefit of "perfect hindsight / foresight" would have negated the 
simulation validity. 
A short fence is achieved through the sale of a call option at the level above 
which you are happy to forgo upside, coupled with the purchase of a put option 
at a strike level where you want the downside protection to start, and the sale of 
a put option at a level lower than. the purchased put option at which point you 
are happy to experience un-hedged market participation again. 
A call option is defined as a financial contract between two parties, the buyer 
and the seller of this type of option contract. It is the option to buy the shares of 
a company at a specified time in the future. The buyer of the call option has the 
right, but not the obligation to buy an agreed quantity of the share in question 
(the underlying Instrument) from the seller of the option at a certain time (the 
expiration date) for a certain price (the strike price). The seller (or "writer") is 
obligated to sell the share or underlying Instrument should the buyer decide to 
exercise the call option. The buyer pays a fee known as the option premium for 
this right The buyer of a call option wants the price of the underlying instrument 
to rise in the future; the seller either expects that It will not, or Is willing to give 
up some of the upside profit from a price rise In rebJm for the premium received 
immediately and retaining the opportunity to make a gain up to the strike price 
of the option. 
A put option is defined as a financial contract between two parties, the seller 
(writer) and the buyer of the option. The buyer of the put option acquires a long 
position offering the right, but not the obligation, to sell the underlying 
instrument at an agreed-upon price (the strike price). If the buyer exercises the 
right granted by the option, the writer has the obligation to purchase the 
underlying at the contracted strike price. In exchange for having this option, the 
buyer pays the writer a fee (the option premium). The put: buyer either believes 
It's likely the price of the underlying asset will fall by the exercise date, or hopes 
to protect a long position in the underlying asset The advantage of buying a put 
over short seiling the asset is that the risk of potential loss is limited to the 
premium paid for the option. The put writer does not believe the price of the 
underlying share is likely to fall. The writer sells the put to collect the option 
contract premium. 
The intention is to create iJ sel f funding protective strategy, Since the so'd call 
and put should pay for the purch iJsed put. In this Instance, I sold a ca ll at 105% 
of the point where the Inde~ was, bought a put at 97% or the current lflde~ 
polnt and sold a put at 92'1'0 of the pOint where the Inde~ was. Effectively thiS 
meant that [ was hedged, In that If the market fel l by more ttldn J %, I would 
only suffer the 30/0 loss, down to a market fall of 8%, beyond whK:h I wou.d be 
outside the "short fence" and would e~pel'lence losses equal to the market fall 
beyond that POint. To en!CJy tilis benefit, I had to wfo te a call option 5% above 
the current. market level which meant that for the duratIOn of the option (3 
months In th.s Instance); [ could not have giJlned more than 5% on the upSide. 
In thiS InstiJnce, I actually generated a positive cash flow for the absolute retum 
fund, from the protective deri vative strategy. 
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Key I .. mlngs I values extracted from paper 3 
1. Defined contribution pension funds appear to provide greater benefit for 
employees, since they are able to determine contribution levels and in certain 
instances have a hand in determining in Which asset classes their pension gets 
invested into. However, in reality, the move from defined benefit to defined 
contribution has shifted the responsibility for a potential pension shortfall upon 
retirement from· the employer to the employee. This has happened without 
appropriate training and education being provided to pension fund beneficiaries. 
From a purely capitalistic perspective it could be argued that company balance 
sheets will now be in a better poSition, since they will not have to provide for a 
potential lIabJlity In the form of a pension short fall, however, a far greater concern 
should be the fact that now an even larger portion of the retired population is not 
going to be self sufficient and in tum depen~ent on the state. 
2. It makes sense to protect capital In the years leading up to a person's retirement; 
however, total risk aversion means that any potential upside to be experienced 
through exposure to equity markets is negated. A controlled exposure, through a 
suitable asset allocation diversifying strategy will add value. 
3. Inflation is the enemy of all pension funds. The actual return on an investment 
portfolio is Irrelevant If It Is not producing returns in excess of Inflation over the 
long term. 
4. A slight adaptation to philosophy that appears to be fatally flawed can result in a 
new strategy that actually provides the desired result. I took traditional constant 
proportion portfOlio insurance (CPPI) principles, which tend not to work and 
adapted them to create a solution which delivers appropriate risk and return levels. 
S. Choosing the right benchmark against which to manage an absolute return fund is 
paramount. This comes through in the level of risk incurred as a result of the 
returns being targeted. 
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4.3 My theory on new product development In the South African financial market 
Finandal market product development tends to be of a subjective nature, since different 
worfd views shape investors perceptions about what is attainable in terms of investment 
returns and what level of risk is appropriate. A key assumption is that investors wish to 
maximise their utility i.e. they wish to recieve the highest possible return for the amount of 
risk they are willing to take. Based on the information available to investors, they make a 
decision with regards to which asset manager meets their dedson criteria. This is largely 
driven by behavioural biases, fuelled by the media. 
In light of this situation, I elected to use a grounded theory research process, in order to 
remove a certain amount of subjectivity and potentialy derive an answer from the data. 
Grounded theory as explained by Strauss and Corbin (1990): 
A grounded theory is one that is inductively derived from the study of the 
phenomenon it represents. That is, it is discovered, developed, and provisionally 
verified through systematic data collection and analysis of data pertaining to that 
phenomenon. Therefore, data collection, analysis, and theory stand in reciprocal 
relationship with each other. One does not begin with a theory, then prove it Rather, 
one begins with an area of study and what is relevant to that area is allowed to 
emerge. (p.23). 
In order to expand upon my theory, the learnings from each of my three case study papers 
need to be considered: 
Key leamings I values extracted from paper 1 
1. Investment returns may be volatile through time, even when investment 
professionals with specialist focus areas apply themselves to the objective of 
maximising returns. 
2. Specialist investment professionals may be highly qualified and experienced, 
however, at times; it appears that they are disconnected from reality, seemingly 
unaware of the interconnectivity of the various factors in the financial markets and 
how these actually drive share prices. 
3. Investment professionals tend to focus on their investment theSiS, wanting to 
prove the validity of their "way" of investing, be it style, theme, analysis or 
thematic, when the actual focus should be on maximising risk adjusted investment 
returns for clients. 
4. Behavioural biases tend to drive the way in which fund managers tend to invest 
and as such, the field of behavioural finance requires further study in conjunction 
with traditional investment theories. 
S. Financial markets are not as efficient as the investment public think. 
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Key leamings I values extracted from paper 2 
1. The asset allocation component in fund management does not receive sufficient 
focus in the Investment process. It appears that investment professionals want to 
rather focus on picking the winning share, or a "ten bagger" share which increases 
in value more than tenfold from the initial purchase price for the share rather than 
building a sound portfolio. 
2. Efficient market hypothesis as proposed by Professor Famma cannot hold true, 
otherwise it would not be possible to outperform the market index over time. This 
is In contrast to the data which suggests that some fund managers do "beat" the 
market over time, while others under perform. If all information is known and 
represented in shares prices at all time, would all fund managers merely achieve 
the market return? 
3. The perception of risk, real or subjective tends to Impact the deciSion making 
process followed by fund managers. There tends to be al') aversion to realising a 
loss, even if it Is the logical thing to do and take the remaining proceeds and place 
them into a better performing investment. It appears that people don't "feel" the 
pain of a loss while it is only a revaluation loss on paper, with the potential to 
recover. 
4. Cash management, which is the preservation of funds in a portfolio, through 
effective mechanisms such as stop losses, or varying the portion of the portfolio 
which is exposed to the risky asset (typically equities), based in the appreciation or 
depreciation of the component investments serves to protect the capital in the 
fund and allow for compound growth over the longer term. I found that this alone 
allows for an out performance of the market, on a simulated back tested basis. 
S. There appears to be vast amounts of time spent on looking for "investment 
signal", that is where to Invest, when in reality, the timing component and asset 
allocation to different sectors appears to have a greater significance on the rebJrns 
generated. 
Key learnings I values extracted from paper 3 
1. Defined contribution penSion funds appear to provide greater benefit for 
employees, since they are able to determine contribution levels and in certain 
instances have a hand in determining in which asset classes their pension gets 
invested into. However, in reality, the move from defined benefit to defined 
contribution has shifted the responsibility for a potential pension shortfall upon 
retirement from the employer to the employee. This has happened without 
appropriate training and education being provided to pension fund beneficiaries. 
From a purely capitalistic perspective it could be argued that company balance 
sheets will now be in a better position, since they will not have to provide for a 
potential liability in the form of a pension short fall, however, a far greater concern 
should be the fact that now an even larger portion of the retired population is not 
going to be self sufficient and in tum dependent on the state. 
I 
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2. It makes sense to protect capital in the years leading up to a person's retirement; 
however, total risk aversion means that any potential upside to be experienced 
through exposure to equity markets is negated. A controlled exposure, through a 
suitable asset allocation diversifying strategy will add value. 
3. Inflation is the enemy of atl pension funds. The actual retum on an Investment 
portfolio is Irrelevant if it is not produdng retums In excess of Inflation over the 
long term. 
4. A slight adaptation to philosophy that appears to be fatally flawed can result in a 
new strategy that actually provides the desired result. I took traditional constant 
proportion portfolIo insurance (CPPI) principles, which tend not to work and 
adapted them to create a solution which deHvers appropriate risk and retum levels. 
5. Choosing the right benchmark against which to manage an absolute retum fund Is 
paramount this comes through in the level of risk incurred as a result of the 
retums being targeted. 
From these flfteen key learnings, I made use of an affinity diagram in order to Identify 
what factors are driving the system In question. From the affinity diagram, I 
constructed an interrelationship diagraph, which allowed me to construct a causal loop 
diagram, which shows the six key factors (drivers, outcomes and links) that need 
conSideration in any new financial product development process in South Africa. See 
my model, figure 43. 
New financIal product development model 
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Explanation of the middle loop ( level of inlfation, simulation and asset 
allocation to the risky asset) 
level of inflation 
The level of ,nfliltlOn IS the key driver In developing any fll1ancla'l marice{ product. 
There are various risk meilsures, which ,;eek to Identify de~ aoon from 11 chosen 
benchmark, or the level of expected return per un it of risk, however, any In~estment 
product wh·ch IS unable to beat Infliltlon In the long term IS actually costing the 
Investor on iI reCi i Investment return OclSl~ (return less mnatlon), Since the value of 
money Invested todilY, 1'1111 have iI lower purcf13Sln9 power in the future, i1S Illfl<ltloll 
erodes It 
Simulation 
Simulation may get in fluenced by behavioural biases, since th is will impact the starting 
level of risk or allocation to the risky asset class tha t an Investor 15 prepared to accept. 
The benefit of SImulation lies in the fact that Irrespective of which starting point is 
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selected, from an asset allocation basis, the only variables which will impact the 
outcome are the level of inflation and the asset allocation to the risky asset. Each of 
these variables may be adjusted on an itterative basis, or alternatively a monte carlo 
Simulation may be run, generating thousands of potential returns paths and asset 
allocation solUtions, devoid of human emotion. Ultimately allowing for an objective 
decision to be made, based on the outcome of the data. 
Asset allocation to tha risky asset 
This part of my new product development model addresses the concern around new 
product development in the financial markets. The level of inflation will impact upon 
the asset allocation to the risky asset In a portfolio, since as the level of inflation 
increases, so will the required allocation to the "risky asset", in the form of equity 
exposure, since equity's have more volatile returns, they have the ability to deliver 
returns in excess of inflation, when comapred to less volatile assets, such as cash. 
This payoff for equity has an asymetric profile, since the deviation in these returns 
may lead to a large negative return. Simulation assists In selecting the right level of 
allocation to the risky asset, since numerous potential outcomes may be simulated for 
different market phases or variables. A focus on asset allocation, in relation to a client 
or group of clients needs, allows for the product to be targeted at their exact need, 
instead of being merely designed with the objective of maximising profit for the 
company creating the new product. 
Explanation of tha outer loop (Ieval of inltation, behavioural biases, 
Investment philosophy and volatility of returns). 
Level of inflation 
The level of inflation drives investors and investment professionals behavioural biases. 
In a high inflation enVironment, all assets rise in price, leading to overconfidence in 
ones abilities, since individuals tend to attribute positive performance to their own 
genius, with negative peformance being attributed to external factors, "beyond their 
control". Conversely, in a low inflation environment, all assets tend fall in price on a 
relative basis. This leads to the bias where investors tend to hang onto poor 
performing investments, believing that if an investment has decreased in value, it is 
only realised, once the asset is sold, up to that point, they tend to view it as a "paper 
loss", 
Behavioural biases 
These tend to get influenced by the level of inflation, since in a high inflation 
environment, investors tend to: pursue growth strategies, as they wish to generate 
higher returns. Growth strategi'es tend to benefit from higher levels of Inflation, as 
individual companies have a greter chance of passing on higher costs for their goods 
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and services, as all companies need to do this in a high inflation environment, as their 
inputs costs tend to rapidly rise. In lower inflation evnironments, value strategies tend 
to be in vogue, as companies have lower pricing power and investors tend to seek out 
companies trading at discounts to their theoretical fair value. 
Investment philosophy 
This component of my new prodcut development model deals with the question being 
posed, it takes the thinking process to a higher level of abstraction and deals with 
manner in which investors think as well as investment professionals who create new 
financial products. It attempts to introduce a level of objectivity into an environment 
which is largely subjectively driven and therefore highly variable. As investors 
behavioural biases influence their thinking, they tend to adjust their investment 
philosophy, with classical biases such as over confidence and loss aversion leading to 
decisions being made on an emotional baSiS, instead of a sound, logical, objective 
investment rationale. 
Volatility of returns 
The volatility of returns experienced in a portfolio, simulated or actual is a function of 
the level of equity present in the portfolio. The higher the equity component in a 
portfolio, the higher the realised volatility of rebJrns will be. This is applicable for both 
positive and negative rebJrns. This volatility may be mitigated to a certain extent, 
through the use of derivative structures, which seek to limit the downside risk for a 
fund, in exchange for a premium payment. This may effectively be seen as an 
insurance premium. This does however, Introduce an additional level of complexity 
into a fund, since the rerum profile for a derivative instrument is non-linear. This 
menas that returns will move In a straight line up to a certain point, then may 
accelerate or decelerate faster than the underlrylng market, based on the type of 
strategy implemented. 
Connecting the outer loop to the inner loop 
Behavioural biases to asset allocation to the risky asset 
Investors with high levels of overconfidence will tend to allocate much higher levels of 
their portfolio to the risky asset. In contrast, those with a risk aversion will be more 
conservative and allocate higher amounts to the less risky asset (cash), even if this 
means a lower potential return. 
Behavioural biases to simulation 
The same effect as the impact on asset allocation, as investors initial starting points 
will be biased. For this reason, I would suggest a random selection, such as a monte 
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carlo simulation, with thousands of potential return paths, thus eliminating subjectivity 
and allowing a greater focus on the resultant data from the simulation. 
Investment philosophy to asset allocation 
Value investors will be biased towards investments which appear cheap, based on 
their subjective decision criteria or set of meb1cs upon which decisions are made. 
Growth investors will tend to adapt asseta allocation, based on the momentum of the 
current market phase. 
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Connecting the inner loop to the outer loop 
Asset allocation to the risky asset to volatility of .... ms 
As the level of equity in a fund is Inaeased, so is the volatility of returns, both on the 
upside and downside, since the realised volatility of equity returns historically has 
allways been greater than the realised volatility of cash returns. 
What really helps in new produqt development Is Simulation. The stength of simulation 
lies in the fact that subjectfve: biases may be dispc.oved, since numerous pot2ntlal 
outcomes or scenarios may be .tested, at a very low cost, prior to actually launching 
the product and then discovering the flaws. The weakness In simulation lies in the fact 
that tests tend to make some broad based assumptions with respect to potential entry 
and exit points and the level of liquidity ~,\f.tble in the market at any point in time. 
This weakness needs to be tempered 'rIfapplying realistic decision arteria and 
avoidign the practice of curve flttlng, based on perfect hindsight. 
Behavioural biases need to be recognised and potentially documented, prior to the 
launch of a simulation, allowing for the replication of the simulation at any point In 
time, with the application of a reasonable set of deciSion criteria and assumptions with 
respect to the viability of a simulated outcome. 
In addition, the investment philosophy of the dient or investment flrm need to be 
considered, to determine whehter the expectations of both parties are aligned and the 
levels of risk and return are considered reasonable and attainable to both parties. 
I believe that the -key .declslon in any Investment product I.s the asset alJocation leVel. 
This will determine a successful product and outcome. I offer that in order' to make a 
good investment deciSion, with respect to asset allocation In the context of an 
absolute return fund, my decision criteria in the model I propose In figure 25 should 
be applied. These decision ctiteria are a function of the simulation performed, as 
serves as the basis upon which the product was launched and successfully run with 
real assets. This model allow$ for the decision between strategiC asset allocation, 
constant proportion portfolio Insurance and a buy and hold strategy to be made on a 
quantitative basis, devoid of' subjective biases, based on the observed equity 
component return within a fund, for the past quareter. This implies that'lnvestment 
rebalancing should take pliice on a quarterly basis. The decision criteria rule for this 






4.4 Evolution of my thinking post this research finding I how t would now develop 
a new financial market product. 
Now ttMt [ have been through the process of dOIr'!j this research, [ feel thcIt [ have '" 
process that may De followed when developmg new products. The value of my model 
lies In the fact that it starts with the concern, which IS what the exposure to the risky 
clsset (equ,ry) 1'1,11 need to be In order to address the needs 01 diffe.-ent 'nvestOf"S 
thIS IS directly related to the que'itJOfl, whd"! dedls W!th what 'nvestment pholosophy ;s 
appropr·a te I acceptable for the s,tuation .It hand The balance of the factorS m the 
model conStltute the answer and ilre relite<! to the st.."lfttng pomt. I find tnal If !he 
concern 15 not clear for the product ornd.viduill purdldS!ng the prodl.lCt, the question 
\'/'11 delin,tely shed some Ilght on which path the th·nki l19 needs to go along. From ttus 
pont, the answer, in the form of how the new product thilt IS bemg deveJClpe{I needs 
to be designed, evolves. The model prcw,d!S a relatlvely obJect,ve framewor1< In wh'ch 
to milke deos'ons for a concem and questoo that 15 largely subJective. 
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CHAPTERS 
5.1 SIGNIFICANCE OF RESULTS 
At the start of my research papers, I followed an interest, namely the awareness of 
what is actually driving financial markets, from the perspective of Investment 
professionals within my organisation. This inquiry was driven by a hunch that their 
focus had become too specific, without an appreciation of the true multi dimensional 
system the markets operate In. The outcome surprised me and lead to further study 
in the psychology behind Inve$tOrs, which branched out further to a consideration of 
the world according to two distinct schools of thought. The first group was of the 
opinion that they could explain all shares prices away and that there is no room for 
"beating the market", the EMH school of thought The converse is behavioural 
finance, where the thinking of Investors and their subjective biases have an impact on 
the market Itself and their individual investment returns. 
These biases lead me to my second paper, where I proposed that the market could be 
beaten merely by applying stringent capital preservation methodologies to a simple 
trading strategy, devoid of Investment signal or unique insights. To my amazement, 
the process was able to "beat the market", which begs the question of what is the 
purpose of traditional fundamental research In the financial markets. Definitely an 
area I would like to further explore. 
The learnings from these two papers lead to an area I am truly motivated by, namely 
absolute return funds. I have always had the opinion that if an Investment strategy is 
unable to outperform inflation, it is worthless. I strongly suggest that any person 
considering their retirement planning should use inflation as their benchmark and 
ignore the wild gyrations of the finandal markets. I proved on an empirical basis that 
with the use of an adaptive asset allocation strategy, effectively making a few change 
to a process that was previously thought to be worthless, constant proportion 
portfolio insurance (CPPI), I was able to generate the required returns in excess of 
inflation. The exciting part Is that this was before the use of derivative overlays, which 
serve to offer a further form of protection. I feel that the key value add comes 
through the passive equity component in the form of an exchange traded fund, 
coupled with the contrarian strategic asset allocation approach that I overlaid on top 
of the "tired" CPPI methodology. I think the biggest learning for me throughout the 
entire process Is that we should not prejudge a potential solution before due attention 
has been given to It and that this outcome Is only achievable by following a process 
that allows for a large amount of objectivity in the research process, namely 
simulation, eliminating subjective biases around what should actually be done, based 
on a limited world view. 
The future lies in an exchange traded absolute return fund! It hasn't been done 
anywhere In the world yet, however, I believe that the creation of this "commoditised" 
asset allocation type strategy which is able to deliver risk adjusted returns in excess of 
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the market index, could revolutionise the way the pension fund world operates and 
potentially provide a means for governments to stem the tide in the pensioner space 
where people are retiring on hopelessly inadequate capital savings. 
The objective in designing an investment product should be to outperform inflation 
over the period of time for which the investment is made. It is possible to achieve this 
result, with lower volatility than the market through the effective application of asset 
allocation. 
This involves numerous components which need to be controlled and exploited in 
unison in order to achieve this objective: 
1. The optimal rebalance period at which the weightings to each of these asset 
classes are adapted. 
2. The expected inflation level, which impact on the level of equity in a fund. 
3. The current and expected interest rate level, which impacts on the returns 
achievable from money market investments. 
4. The individual's investment horizon, which impacts upon the level of risk that 
may be taken in the fund. 
5. The investment objectives for the specific fund. 
5.2 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
I think that further research needs to be conducted with respect to how many 
simulations need to be run to achieve a valid outcome, with a highl level of certainty 
that the simulated assumptions actually transpire in an actual portfolio. 
I have applied my proposed methodolgy in the creation of an adaptive asset allocation 
absolute return fund, which did perform as Simulated, when real money was invested 
in the fund. In addition, the objective of beating inflation was achieved, as displayed 
in my research results in chapter 4. 
My final conclusion with respect to investing: 
Build an appropriate portfolio; matching risk adjusted expected returns with your 
investment objectives, mindful of individual investment horizons, cash flow 
requirements and risk appetite. These parameters determine your allocation between 






I have shown that investment performance is directly Impacted by the subjective 
responses of Individuals who constitute investment teams. Following this train of logic, 
I have demonstrated that individuals' subjective biases Impact market confidence 
levels, via collective thinking such as the herding phenomenon and attaching too 
much weight to the recent past. This has a powerful influence on sentiment and the 
frame of mind with which investment professionals approach the valuation of a 
company and hence the determination of which companies to invest In. This feeds 
into the "irrational behaviour of crowds", with uncertainty running amok, in the form 
of exaggerated despair and conversely excessive confidence In one's investment 
abilities. From this we observe the emergence of "market cycles". Central to the whole 
cycle is the Individual and their awareness of the multitude of factors which impact 
both themselves and the greater Investment community, transpiring in a market price. 
The concern raised is that individuals are not aware of the multiplicity of variables 
which actually cause financial markets to adapt to different conditions, coupled with 
"tunnel vision", focusing on the micro Issues of company specifics. The situation deals 
with the returns generated by investment profeSSionals, within a specialist Investment 
manager, hence there Is a clear link between the concerns being raised and the 
situation under consideration. 
The situation adequately explains the concern, since It identifies the Importance of the 
task at hand and what impacts individuals thoughts, perceptions, emotions and 
actions actually have on the investment process. 
Utility 
Is the answer useful? Yes, it shows the factors which are driving investment markets 
and how the emotions of individuals impact upon and are actually a function of the 
system. The entire process is that of a dynamic feedback loop, with numerous levels 
of interconnectivity. The concern raised was that individuals were unaware of this 
feedback system coupled with intensive focus on details at the expense of the big 
picture. The answer adequately addresses these concerns, since it shows how these 
factors impact on the system and what the potential outcomes may be. In addition, 
the answer considers the area of behavioural finance which spans the vast majority of 
the variables raised in the concern. 
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There is· a use for the answer, however, to be of true value, the subject requires 
further study. A possible area that needs further Inquiry Is what type of individual or 
more specifically, what personality types should be recruited as Investment 
professionals. If we gain a greater insight into the thought process and reactions of 
the key deciSion makers in the system, we may gain a greater understanding of how 
to use the drivers in the system to our advantage, through the minimisation of 
recurrent errors due to consistent behavioural biases. 
To add true value, a model should be simple enough to grasp at first consideration, 
yet comprehensive enough to Include all the relevant components. I am also of the 
opinion that the model should be of a visual form that Is simple to recognise and 
commit to memory. Given that my representation of the system complies with this 
reqUirement, I believe my model to be condse, explanatory, effective and useful in 
understanding the factors at play in the financial market arena. 
Validity 
In my answer, I have shown that the individuals in the system actually have a direct 
Impact on how the system operates. This relationship happens whether they are 
aware of the process or ignorant of it. Shoul~ they be aware of the process (this 
would require a high degree of emotional Intelligence, to acknowtedge that we 
overestimate our abilities), they would be able to make "better" decisions. this is 
backed up with reference to different theories on how Individuals Interpret and react 
to the finandal markets. On this basis, the rationale provides a valid basis for the 
answer proposed in the form of a dynamic system with \ a thorough justification of how 
the variables actually Impact the concerns raised, via reference to the literature. 
Ethics 
Is my answer ethical? Ethics form the baSis upon which a sound system operates, 
with Internal self checks and balances. They provide purpose and meaning to our lives 
and help us attain desired objectives in a moral manner. Ethics assist In showing us 
what is right and wrong. I believe that if we act In an "ethlcalH manner we develop 
solid value systems. I am of t:t,e opinion that any action or process which has the 
intention of achieving a positive outcome that is not at the expense of another 
Individual is an ethical system. The system that I have proposed is my Interpretation 
of a complex system and how the system might impact on the individuals Involved In 
it and how they might have a direct impact on the system. From this perspective it 
may be argued that I have approached the situation with a valid concern and 
provided a viable, objective manner in which to make sense of the system. Is this 
ethical? 
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The Markkula Centre for Applied Ethics at the Santa Clara University in california 
outlines a framework for ethical decision making. They state that there are a few 
steps that need to be taken in the process. These steps Include: 
1. Firstly recognise the ethical issue at hand. Is there something wrong and could it 
be damaging to the people or environment that it impacts. 
Yes, clearly there Is an ethical issue at hand, people's investments or pension 
funds are impacted, based on the actions and thoughts of the individuals who 
manage this money on their behalf. 
2. Attempt to gather all facts pertaining to the issue. Who is involved? Who is 
affected? Who needs to be consulted? What are the options that we have in order 
to solve the issue? 
I believe that I have been thorough enough with respect to this point. 
3. Evaluate the different options we have and decide how this will Impact on solving 
the issue using the means of doing the most good and the least harm. 
This mindset resonates through the answer being proposed, since it seeks to 
provide a framework to understand how we might perform at our optimal in 
making Investment decisions. 
4. Choose an approach to solve the problem. Options include using a utilitarian 
approach, fairness approach, common good approach or a virtue approach. 
This point is not applicable to my current area of study. 
S. Make a decision and test it. 
I have made a decision to represent a solution in the form of systems thinking 
methodologies. This system still needs to be tested in reality, currently it is my 
theoretical understanding of what is actually happening. 
6. Implement the decision and then reflect on its outcomes. 
The model will be implemented in due course and copious quantities of written 




The situation deals with different schools of thought with respect to approaching 
investments. The one believes that all information is in the current price of a share 
(EM H), while the other school of thought, the behavioural finance group is aware of 
the biases that exist, with particular reference to overconfidence In our abilities as 
investors. The common theme between these two apparently opposing world views is 
that there is a belief that ppslt:lVe investment performance or the ability to outperform 
the market is a function of being able to pick shares that will outperform. 
The concern raised deals with the fact that neither group is taking into account that 
the simple issue of cash management could actually be all that is required to generate 
positive returns through time. 
Therefore, I believe that the concern is relevant in the situation under consideration. 
Following this train of thought, the situation does adequately explain the concern. I 
am of the opinion that the behavioural finance school is going down the right path, in 
that they have identified investors' short comings, however, their focus tends to be on 
meta-cognition, dealing with the biases and psychological profiles of investors, instead 
of dealing with the issue of how to protect capital and generate positive returns 
through time. 
Reflecting on the argument I have put forward, I feel that further study is required to 
actually correlate the returns that may be generated via the cash management 
scenario I have proposed, with the actual returns of the market. I have shown that 
positive returns may be generated, yet I haven't contextualised these within the 
market returns space. I think that I steered clear of this, given the diverse range of 
benchmarks against which returns are measured. Further study into the risk 
reduction, capital preservation and attainment of returns in excess of infiation (the 
benchmark that I think is most relevant over the long term), achievable through cash 
management needs to be undertaken. I also think that the personality profiles of fund 
managers, needs further investigation, since biases tend to overshadow logic in many 
instances. 
Utility 
Is the answer useful? Definitely, it squarely addresses the concern, since It goes about 
proving that cash management alone, with random investment signal can generate 
positive returns, even taking into account transaction costs. This should serve as a 
point of departure for all investment process. I think of it as getting the basics correct, 
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setting yourself up to profit through effective cash management through time, will 
generate the positive returns, then on top of that, excess alpha may be added, 
irrespective of what methodology is applied. 
The answer may be used as a basis to formulate hybrid investment strategies which 
ignore the ability to make stock calls; rather an exchange traded fund could be used 
as the underlying risky asset in a portfolio construction environment. The next step 
would then be to apply the cash management methodology to enhance entry and exit 
points. The level of gearing desired could be achieved through IJslng derivative 
instruments. Another benefit of IJsing an exchange traded fund such as the SATRIX 
40, which tracks the top 40 shares, based on market capitalisation on the JSE, is that 
each quarter there is a rebalance which takes place by SATRIX; hence investors are 
not exposed to this timing risk, should they be attempting to replicate the top 40 
index. Yet they receive the full benefit of the underlying dividends. The use of an 
exchange traded fund would also reduce basis risk, since there is a perfect correlation 
between the futures on the top 40 and the SATRIX 40, since both are based on the 
same underlying instrument - the top 40 index. 
Validity 
The rationale provides a valid argument for the answer, since it spells out the 
methodology applied in the scenario. It then proceeds to show the outcome of the 
scenariO, which justifies the claim made that cash management can generate positive 
returns through time, even with a random investment process. The logical extension 
to assessing whether there is validity in the claim would be to test whether the 
process may be replicated. For this purpose, I have included the code required to run 
the scenario in the MatJab software package. The code for the scenario appears in 
Appendix 2. Added credibility would come in the form of reference to literature 
dealing with the topiC. The absence of such reference is based on the fact that no 
publicly available research exists on the subject matter. I am of the opinion that 
studies have been undertaken In this field, yet the results have been retained for 
profit generation purposes. 
Ethics 
The question needs to be posed as to the ethical side of my answer. It is my opinion 
that ethics should underpin any system, be it finandal; political; medical; social or 
other. A set of ethics serves as a method for us to benchmark whether we are 
achieving our objectives and goal, while maintaining a sense of harmony. I refer here 
to the fact that if we are not destroying the system, or creating an imbalance, while 
striving to achieve our objectives, we are living with purpose and ethics. In terms of 
first prinCiples, ethics serve as a differentiator between positive and negative actions 
(this is a subjective statement at best). I have offered systems representation of what 
is occurring in the investment decision making space. I believe that to gauge whether 
my suggestions are ethical, they should be tested against an ethical "standard". 
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For this purpose, I have chosen the framework developed by The Markkula Centre for 
Applied Ethics at the Santa Clara University in California. The framework forms a basis 
for ethical decIsion making. The steps that need to be taken into account in the 
process: 
1. Rrst/y recognise the ethical issue at hand. Is there something wrong and could it 
be damaging to the people or environment that it impacts. 
No, there Isn't an ethical issue at hand. I am studying the potential to enhance 
investment returns. These returns may already be good, I am merely suggesting 
that there could be room for improvement. 
2. Attempt to gather all facts pertaining to the issue. Who is involved? Who is 
affected? Who needs to be consulted? What are the options that we have in order 
to solve the issue? 
This is a tough one, every person who has an Investment; pension fund or 
financial need for capital preservation could be involved. I believe that in 
my study of a specific area, I have gathered sufficient information. 
3. Evaluate the different options we have and decide how this will impact on solving 
the issue using the means of doing the most good and the least harm. 
The proposal suggests a potential solution to enhance returns. The objective is to 
only do good, no harm is intended. 
4. Choose an approach to solve the problem. Options indude using a utilitarian 
approach, faimess approach, common good approach or a virtue approach. 
This point is not applicable to my current area of study. 
S. Make a decision and test it 
I have made a decision to generate a scenario to prove my claim. The scenariO 
has been tested and the results presented. 
6. Implement the decision and then reflect on its outcomes. 
I intend to implement the model to enhance my current investment process. 




The situation focuses on the pension fund environment In South Africa, and the 
manner in which it has changed over the last decade from defined benefit to defined 
contribution. While this change may be beneficial from the perspective of the 
employer, since they have removed the burden of providing for guaranteed retirement 
benefits for employees, post retirement, the situation is totally different for the 
employee. The employee now has to provide for the potential that their retirement 
savings prove to be insuffident. In this situation, the actuarial consultants have 
provided conservative solutions which effectively move people from equity 
investments into money market investments In the last 3 -S years of employment. My 
concern lies In that this "one size fits all" approach of placing people into buckets, 
based purely on age is not appropriate. I have suggested that an absolute return fund 
would prove more appropriate in these final years of an employee's income 
generating stage. I therefore believe that concern put forward in this case has been 
shown to be relevant in the situation at hand. The concern that absolute return funds 
have been based on the principals of CPPI, which falls short of the investment 
objectives in times of continued market declines, has been dealt with in the form of 
an adaptive constant proportion portfolio insurance solution in conjunction with 
appropriate derivative overlays. 
Upon reflection on the argument I have put forward, I feel that vested interests within 
the asset management space may be hindering the provision of adequate solUtions 
from the individual's perspective. I believe that this type of absolute return fund 
should form part of the building blocks of a" Investors' portfolios; with the percentage 
allocated to this type of strategy lnaeaslng as the individual tends towards 
retirement. This would provide a more stable, annuity type payoff profile right through 
the Individuals working life, while not subjecting them to prejudicial investment 
practices in their golden years. 
Utility 
The answer serves the purpose for which the concern came about. I believe that the 
fact that I have created a fund, based on the answer serves to prove that the solUtion 
has Utility. The actual fund takes the answer toa new level, since it Is no longer a 
theoretical exercise, rather a practical demonstration of the fact that the absolute 
return fund does actually provide the objectives In the form of reduced volatility; 
management of the downside risk and generation of returns in excess of inflation, 
with lower levels of volatility than the equity market. I therefore believe that the 
answer is useful. 
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A key differentiating factor between the type of absolute return fund that I am 
proposing and a traditional balance fund is: 
These "balanced funds" don't engage in the active use of derivatives, when they use 
derivatives, it tends to be post the event of a decline. 
» In contrast, Futuregrowth's absolute return fund proposal proactively manages risk 
and asset allocation and uses derivative structures to lock in gains. 
Validity 
The rationale provides a valid argument for the answer, since it spells out the 
methodology applied in the scenario. It also shows the actual performance of the 
answer over the simulated ten year period and the actual Investment of seed capital 
in the period since January 2006 up to the present day. From the outcome in the form 
of returns generated, it becomes apparent that the answer is valid. In attempting to 
further enhance the validity of my findings, I wanted to provide references to similar 
studies in other markets around the world. It appears however, that there are Similar 
solutions on the global front; however, these are the preserve of selected private 
banks that closely guard their funds, as the competitive advantage that they offer 
their select clients. Surely this type of solution should be made available to 
everybody? It would have the Impact of reducing the dependency of individuals on 
governments for retirement benefits. 
The credibility of the answer lies in the fact that the theory I have provided has been 
tested in the actual world, with real funds, outside the sterile world of custom fitting 
solutions perfectly to past learnings. I believe this is therefore a valid solution, beyond 
the realms of data mining. 
Ethics 
On the ethical front of my answer, I believe that it is ethical. The basis upon which I 
live my life is that ethiCS should be the platform upon which all decisions are taken. I 
know this appears idealistic; however, we need to set the standards high, if we want 
a viable, sustainable environment. Ethics should serve as a regulation tool by which 
we interact with our environment and as such, the finandal world needs to be 
approached from this perspective, since the financial markets are effectively a 
complex, adaptive, ecological system with multiple levels of feedback. 
In order to test the solution that I have provided, a suitable ethical framework needs 
to be applied. I have chosen the framework developed by The Markkula Centre for 
Applied Ethics at the Santa Clara. University in california. The framework forms a basis 
for ethical decision making. The steps that need to be taken into account in the 
process: 
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1. Firstly recognise the ethical issue at hand. /s there something wrong and could It 
be damaging to the people or environment that it impacts. 
Yes, there Is something wrong, since if people retire with insuffident funds they 
could find themselves in a situation whereby they are unable to afford basic 
essentials such as food and medical care. Should this situation occur on a large 
scale, the very basis upon which societies are built could be brought into 
disarray. The right to a dignified retirement should be a constitutional non-
negotiable. 
2. Attempt to gather a/l facts pertaining to the issue. Who is involved? Who is 
affected? Who needs to be consulted? What are the options that we have in order 
to solve the issue? J 
Every economically active Individual, either past or present (working or retired) is 
involved. There haven't been adequate solutions up to this point, and I believe 
that this answer is merely scratching the surface. The field of study could be 
expanded in consultation with government, regulators and finandal institutions. 
3. Evaluate the different options we have and decide how this will impact on soMng 
the issue using the means of doing the most good and the least harm. 
My answer serves to preserve capital while providing exposure to upside. The 
answer serves to benefit individuals. On the fact of It, I don't see how the 
solution could harm anybody. It could reduce the profitability of financial 
companies with less than sound practices. 
4. Choose an approach to solve the problem. Options include using a utilitarian 
approach, faimess approach, common good approach or a virtue approach. 
I don't believe there is relevance to my area of study from this ethical 
standpoint. 
S. Make a decision and test it 
A decision has been taken in the form of aeatlng an absolute return fund which 
deals with asset a1locatlon from a different perspective. The theory has been 
tested and taken one step further, in the form of an actual fund, based on the 
theories proposed. 
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6. Implement the decision and then reflect on its outcomes. 
The decision has been implemented and constant reflection is part of the 
ongoing process. The practice of reflection is essential when determining what 
derivative strategies may be appropriate. We need to learn from past scenarios, 
while adapting the knowledge to the current scenarios we encounter. 
I find the results generated from this study positive, however, I do believe that in 
order for the model I propose to gain acceptance, a longer time period may need to 
be simulated. This would allow for more business cydes to be captured and a greater 
degree of variablity in the financial markets to be modelled. In addition, I have based 
this test purely on the South African finanical market and the factors wich drive this 
specific environment. In order for greater insight into my model, I believe that the 
same methodology needs to be applied to different global markets, with their 
respective inflation and growth variables. As a point of departure, a reasonable global 
sample would be the S&'P 500 index, the FTSEIOO index, the EUROSTOXX50 index 
and the NIKKEI225 index, allowing a geographic spread across USA, Europe, UK and 
ASIA. A further area that needs Investigation is the maximum fund size that could be 
invested on this asset allocation basis, without impacting the factor driving the 
markets. 
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New financial product development model 
Relevance 
The situation deals with the environment in which new products are created in the 
financial market space in South Africa. The approach followed by many product 
providers has been to create a product and then convince the investing public that 
they need the product. Sometimes this takes the form of scare tactics, highlighting 
the fact that less than five percent of retirees will have sufficient capital to retire and 
maintain their current living standards until the time of their death. Compounding the 
situation is the fact that with the move from defined benefit to defined contribution 
pension funds, the risk of a person retiring with insufficient capital is not the 
responsibility of the company· employing them, rather the individual. The employer 
"contributes" by providing the individuals access to a consulting actuary, or firm of 
consulting actuaries. The actuaries don't want to take on excessive risk In the form of 
volatile retums, so they tend to suggest to high a level of investment into cash or 
bond instruernents in the last five years of a persons life prior to retirement. Without 
sufficient capital growth, at the end of the retiree's working life, their pension annuity 
stream will not be able to meet their living costs and potentlaly inaeased medical care 
costs associated with old age. This is highlighted by the effects of inflation through 
time growing faster than an individual's retirement fund investment retums. 
Based on this concern, the relevance of my proposed new product development 
model is twofold: 
1. If the retums generated by any investment portfolio are less than inflation (as 
measured by CPIX) through time, people will have insufficient assets to retire 
comfortably. 
2. Secondly, if the volatility in an investment portfolio is not adequately managed, a 
situation could transpire whereby all the retums or a large portion of the returns 
generated during the capital accumulation period in an individual's working life 
may be forfeited in the last few years prior to retirement. 
In this Situation, most actuarial consultants suggest that people move into extremley 
low risk investment vehicles in the last 3 -5 years of employment. This classification 
based on age is not appropriate, since individuals may have different needs and 
different levels of capital built up over their working life. Therefore, an adaptive 
process needs to be considered, with the flexibility to vary asset allocation to the risky 
asset, based on the investors favoured investment philosophy. I therefore believe that 
concern put forward in this case has been shown to be relevant in the situation at 
hand. My model addresses these concerns and provides an appopriate "thinking 
environment" which seeks to base decision making on objective variables as opposed 
to subjective, emotionally driven biases. 
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Utility 
The answer propsed, which takes the form of a model to be used when considering 
new product development in the financial market space has utility, since It may be 
adapted to various different scenarios. The model proposed is not dependant on any 
one asset dass or Investment objective, rather It Is flexible and seeks to start with an 
understanding of what risk appetite and retum expectations an indMdual may have, 
effectively the concern In my paper. Given that this decision is going to be different 
for every individual, no prescriptive approach may be adopted. Once this component 
of the model Is understood, we are able to address the Investment philosophy that 
resonates with an indMdual, addressing the question In my paper, once again, letting 
the answer emerge, rather than predefining what an Investor needs and then 
attempting to match them with the product that has already been designed, as is the 
case in current new product deVelopment processes. The remaining components in the 
model constitute the answer. I find utility in the model, since it Is not based on any 
assumptions, rather it seeks to derive an answer, based on, numerous simulations of 
potential outcomes. Therefore one of the key fears most people have with respect to 
the level of inflation, tends. to get contextualised, since it Is merely a component of 
the environment to which the new product development model Is able to adapt. 
The effectiveness may also be evidenced in the fact that I am currently designing a 
new financial market .product, which seeks to deliver investment returns independent 
of the direction of the financial market indlcles. I attribute the development of this 
product to the fact that I made use of my new product development model when 
designing and proposing the product to my board. The model allowed us to discuss 
the various options, based on the simulated data instead of what the potential target 
market may be prepared to Invest and what the associated fees need to be. 
A potential lack of utility lies in the fact that I have developed this model largely with 
the South African investor and retirement space In mind. For this reason, I believe 
that further research needs to be conducted before the model may be used In foreign 
markets. In addition, the sample group used In the various simulations fall into the 
"sophisticated invesor" category, with a sound grasp of the variables under 
consideration. In theory, the model should be applicable across the entire spectrum of 
investors, however, I think that specific cultural biases may impact upon the 
behavioural biases component of the model. For this reason, I believe that another 
level of abstraction may need to be Introduced, particularly with respect to Investment 
philosophy. Upon reflection on this point, I feel that I may need to create a sub set 
causal loop diagram which deals with the Investment philosophy component in the 
larger model for new product development. 
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Validity 
I feel that the rationale provides a valid argument for the answer being proposed in 
the form of my new product development model. I have explained the rniddle loop of 
my model and how the various components interact with each other. After this, I have 
defined and explained the outer loop in the model. I have then provided an 
explanation for the logic behind how the outer loop connects to the inner loop and 
conversely how the Inner loop connects to the outer loop. 
I have also highlighted on the model which factor addresses the concern and which 
factor addresses the question. The balance of the factors constitute the answer. 
However, it should be noted that the factors are variable and the dynmaic between 
them may change over time. I do believe that we get phase changes in the finanical 
markets, particularly with the advent of entirely new asset dasses, assuming that 
these are Significantly different from current product offerings. A case in point would 
be the creation of the sub prime lending market. This changed investors expectations 
with respect to risk appetite in the property market and how they viewed leverage 
and debt levels. In defence of the model, it does work for the current asset classes, 
and I would argue that the sub prime market was effectively a ficticous market, 
created through financial engineering, devoid of investment logic. 
I would have liked to indude the current new product that I am developing, however, 
due to sensitivities around intellectual proprety, my company would not allow me to 
discuss the mechanics of the product, or the thinking that lead to the products 
creation, even though it was based on my new product development model, and the 
variables I chose to include could largely be argued to be a function of my thought 
process. 
The credibility of the answer will emerge, should I get the go ahead to launch this 
new product, since this would show a link between the application of the model in the 
theoretical space and the practical application in the market place. 
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Ethics 
I believe that the answer being proposed Is ethical. The new product development 
model seeks to bring a certain level of objectivity into the product creation space, 
based rather on the needs and risk appetite of an individual investor, instead of where 
investment managers feel they may generate the largest profit I do feel that ethics 
are observable and that the application of the process should be viewed as the basis 
upon which a decision is made regarding the ethics of the proposed model, instead of 
a subjective commentary on my behalf, since I clearly have a vested interest. Ethics 
should serve as a regulation tool by which we Interact with our environment and as 
such, the financial world needs to be approached from this perspective, since the 
financial markets are effectively a complex, adaptive, ecological system with multiple 
levels of feedback. The ethics of the finanical market place are currently under 
question, given the plethora of finaical products that were created, by profit driven 
financial institutions, with a total disregard for the Impact of their products, should 
they fall. Look no further than the current global fianclal crisis brought about largely 
by the arrogant belief by Investment banks that they were far to large to fail. The 
irony of this situation lies in the fact that the US federal reserve has balled out many 
of these institutions, on the grounds that should they be allowed to fail, the entire 
finanical world may cease to exisist in its current form. Would this be such a bad 
outcome, if we reduced debt depndancy are introduced a conscious saving attitude? 
In seeking to address the ethical question and in order to test the solution that I have 
provided, a suitable ethical framework: needs to be applied. I have chosen the 
framework developed by The Markkula Centre for Applied Ethics at the Santa Clara 
University in california. The framework forms a basis for ethical deciSion making. The 
. six steps that need to be taken into account in the process: 
1. Firstly recognise the ethical Issue at hand. Is there something wrong and could it 
be damaging to the people or environment that it Impacts. 
I could argue this point both ways. Arstlyon the positive, I would say that the 
environment (financial product development) has been driven by greed and 
financial incentives for product creators, instead of focusing on generationg 
inflation beating returns for the investor. Conversley, I would argue that many of 
the investment products created have provided huge amounts of wealth creation 
and had positive knock on effects, like the education of a child, through the 
funds generated by an investment into capital protected investments over the 
long term. I think on balance, the model I am proposing seeks to remove the 
ambiguity in why a product is designed and rather, strives to focus on the 
intersection of the clients needs and the capabilities of the investment product 
provider to address that need at a reasonable cost. 
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2. Attempt to gather all facts pertaining to the issue. Who is involved? Who is 
affected? Who needs to be consulted? What are the options that we have in order 
to solve the issue? 
I believe that this step is partially met, since the investor and the investment 
company are involved and clearly consulted, however, the environment is seen 
as an input into the system, and a decision criteria trigger, instead of the model 
looking outwards and considering variables such as what happens if we create a 
tax effectlve product, which leads to the client paying less tax, the investment 
company generating greater profits, however, the govenment may recieve less 
taxation income and therefore have to engage in budget cuts. Leading to a 
reductlon in spending on key social areas such as health and education. That 
said, I don't believe that every single product that gets create! needs to address 
the wider system. As long as it seeks to provide a positive outcome for the 
individual investing in the product and the product itself operates withing legal 
boundaries, this step is addressed. 
3. Evaluate the different options we have and decide how this will impact on solving 
the issue using the means of doing the most good and the least harm. 
My answer seeks to match the investment objectlves of an individual with their 
respectlve risk appetite and investment philosophy in order to generate positive 
returns. For this reason, I believe that the only good is being done, there is no 
intention of inflictlng harm to the client or the investment company seeking to 
develop new products. 
4. Choose an approach to solve the prolJlem. Options include using a utilitarian 
approach, fairness approach, common good approach or a virtue approach. 
The model being proposed seeks to remove a portion of the subjectivity 
associated with making investment decisions and rather focus on addressing the 
need of the client. The client benefits, the investment product developer 
benefits, since there will be a lower inddence of investors pulling out of the 
product, which I view as fair and Utilitarian. With respect to virtue, this 
component is adressed in the investment philosophy variable. For example, 
should an investor seek to only invest in socially responsible funds, this serves as 
a constraint on the allowable investment universe, which interestingly has shown 
to produce better results in the long term, while addressing the clients moral 
values, or set of decision criteria. 
5. Make a decision and test it 
A decision has been taken since I have produced a model which serves as a 
framework in which decision may be made. On the testing side, Simulation forms 
a component of the model and therefore, in theory, each decision regarding ne 
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product creation may be tested, identifying if the needs of all stakeholders are 
being addressed 
6. Implement the decision and then reflect on its outcomes. 
I am in the process of implemeting the declson, as mentioned, I am near to the 
launch of a new product, which has been developed using the model I propose. 
Once the product has been launched, I will be able to reflect upon the outcome 
and make any required adjustments to the model. I believe that once a theory is 
placed into practice, we gain further insights, which may change our initial 
thinking and lead to positive changes in the suggestions being made, or the 
variables which are included in the model. Time will tell! 
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G10sarv 
Asset illIDClltion decision 
The decision regarding how an institution's funds should be distributed among the 
major classes of assets in which it may invest. 
Asset dllllMl$ 
categories of assets, such as stocks, bonds, real estate, and foreign securities. 
Cilp/till market line (OIL) 
The line defined by every combination of the risk·free asset and the market portfolio. 
The line represents the risk premium you earn for taking on extra risk. Defined by the 
capital asset pricing model. 
Cilp/tal growth 
The increase In an asset'smarket price. Also called capital appreciation. 
EIlldBllt frontltll' 
The combinations of securitiesportfollos that maximize expected return for any level of 
expected risk, or that minimizes expected risk for any level of expected return. 
Pioneered by Hany Markowitz. 
Eflldent Nilrket Hypothel!lls 
States that all relevant Information is fully and immediately reflected In a 
securlty'smarket price, thereby assuming that an Investor will obtain an 
equlUbriumrate of return. In other words, an investor should not expect to earn an 
abnormal return (above the market return) through either technical analysis or 
fundamental analysis. Three forms of efflcient market hypothesis exist: weak form 
(stockprices reflect all past information in prices), semlstrong fonn (stock priCes 
reflect all past and current publicly available information), and strong fonn (stock 
prices reflect all relevant Information, Including information not yet disclosed to the 
general public, such as insider information). 
Ell/dent mal'lcet6 thetNy (ENT) 
Principle that all assets are correctly priced by the market, and that there are no 
bargains. 
Infliltlon 
The rate at which the general level of prices for goods and services is rising. 
Villue investing 
In the context of asset management, mutual funds, and hedge funds, the a style of 
investment that focuses on securities with low price to earnings ratios or low price to 
book ratios. Some of these securities are deemed cheap and are viewed by manager 
as having a lot of profit potential 
VDliltility 
A measure of risk based on the standard deviation of the assetreturn. Volatility Is a 
variable that appears In optfon pricing formulas, where It denotes the volatility of the 
underlying asset return from now to the expiration of the option. There are volatility 
indexes. Such as a scale of 1-9; a higher rating means higher risk. 
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ApPEND!X 2 
Feedback and codin!J from the questions posed to the sample groups 
Respondent 1 - AC h ead of fixed income (investment professional) and a 
director of the company 
Iii 
1. What Is the s;gnificance of an economic variable, such as the S/ZAR exdlange 
rate? 
Represents the balance of trade, produalVlty, inflation, stability and growth 
between countries. 
2. Is the observatIOn of such a variable significant in the financial maitetsJ 
Of course. 
1. Does the actual price or level of an Index Impact investment doosions? 
Probably. but it shouldn't. 
'l. What is the importance of a finanCial variable? 
Th,s represents the state of play, and dlang!'s thereto. Level Is less IInportant 
man dlange mudl Itke its casler to spot an impala in the bush when he's 
walk ing, not standing SOli. 
5. 00 these vanaDies reple5ent actual supply dnc! dcmdnd In the market place' 
As a very broad rule of thumb, and CHef time, yes. 
6 What 15 Important about observed financial time SCflCSJ 
G,Ves iI sense OJ ranges anti history, and assiSts In formulating ~Conncctorl5« 
between factors 
, " 
Respondent 2 - PR Manag ing director of the company (not an investment 
professional ) 
1. What IS the slgn.ficaocc of an ecor\Ofmc variable, such 35 the S/ZAR exchange 
r<lte' 
Very SignJficant; 
• Impact on rand hedge stocks 
• Balance of payments 
• Ab,ll[y to export 
• Inflation 
• 0 ,1 prices and Its knock 00 effect 
• Competlbveness of factones exporting 
• Competitiveness of resource companies 
• Pricing of companies 
• Pndng of dual listed stocks 
• Volati lity 
2. Is the observatIOn of such a variable signif iCilnt In the finanCial markets) 
Yes. 
3. Does the actual price or level of an Index impact Investment decisions? 
Yes. 
4. What IS the Importance of a finanCial vilrlClblel 
CreatC'S price anomalies, opport\Jnities for ilrbitrClge, competit ive advantages or 
dIsadvantages, volatility 
5. 00 these variables represent actual supply and demand In the market place' 
Yes and no, can also represent sentiment. 
6 What is Important about obsefvcd fnanoal time '>eries? 
Trends pick out times of volati li ty, help to predict future prices' 
Respondent ) - TG Head of quantitative research • equities team 
( investment professional) 
I. Wh.Jt IS the S1gnlflCilnce of an ecooomlC van able, such as the S/ZAA (!lCchange 
rate7 
The difference between pnmary ar'ld secondary markets IS fIOt fully understood by 
agerlts (Hnanaal analysts). 
The 5e<:ondary market is about lradlllg on perceptions of value arK! InformatIOn, 
whereas the pnmary mafllet is all about raising capital fO( projects In the med,um 
to long term environment. 
Pnmary markets should be grounded In Kooom'c rea tv, whereas secondary 
mar1<ets are grounded In speculatIOn 
If there were 00 secondary markets, we would only be do.ng fundamental analySis 
and econometriC analysIs, and It would work. Yet we operate In the secondary 
market and the reason they are Impoltant , is that Wlthoot bubbles, people can't 
take elCcessive risk, hence there is no Innovation and you end lop W,th accountants 
runnIng the KOilomy. 
2. 15 the obsel'Jat ion of slich a vanable significant in the financial mafllets7 
The heart of the debate lies in the difference between phenomeroology which 
onginates in the sciences such as phySICS, biojOCJy and appllCd mathematICs 
compared to empir ical analySIS of data In the context of normat,ve models. 
From a phenomenology perspectlye, we want to observe as many vanables that 
uncover key phenomena asSOCiated with pnee behaViour. 
From the empirical approach, onc Is try ing to stilltstrcally analyse thc datil on 
SpedflCilhy posed relationships. ThiS IS iln III poSCd problem. I would ilfgue that It 
comes to the point that it is stoll an open question as to What dnyeS pr,ces In a 
financial mar1<er. 
3. Does the actual price or level of an Index ImPilet Inyestment dccis,ons? 
It does, there IS ~,gI"IIflcant €"Ildencc that news does not dnve prices In a linear 
way. We can observe big changes In prices when no reicYant news eXISts, fo r 
example about earnings of COnlPiln'eS, yet we observe s,tuatJQns where mere are 
no moves m pnce5, while flCW Inf()!"mation about earnm9S has been distributed. 
"There appears: to be little synchronlQty about whCll news arnyes and changes in 
the prICe, Similarly changes In p",ce are almost ten times larger than changes In 
the ncws on liqUId stocks". 
4. What IS the Importance of a tillilnc:ial variable? 
It 15 an Important Ind.cator on herd sentiment, in terms of shott tem1 movements. 
The Inteflr~latc movements (3-6 monthS) are a good measure of actual 
corporate actiVity e.g. componlCS irnportng or exporting goods, while in the longel"" 
term, it is a good indicator of Interest rate d rfel""entials, since It '5 taught in main 
stream economics that Interest fate dlffL'fenbals should dove the carry trades, 
OOW("lCf, certain important counter el(amples exist, like Japan, wh'ch has low 
Interest rates, yet low Investment 10 their stock. market. 
5. Do these vanables represent 1JCtual supply Md demand in the market place] 
It may occur at times, yet It is 9:::unewhat unlikely, once again, the example of the 
yen carry trade is Cited We would expect Investment in to Japan, given the low 
interest ra tC' enVirOnment, If you were dealing with real goods and services. The 
supply and dem,lnd arguments wOl.lld Insinuate tha t the yen should strengthen 
over time given low interest rates and hence, we would expect the J<lpanese stock. 
market to do well, this i5 not what hilpp<!ned. The rea lity is that the secondary 
market IS tar more imoortant, here we borrow cash by selling yen, knoWing that 
we can make delivery In til(! futu re by investing the borrowed money into higher 
Ylc1dmg Instruments or cu rrenC I ~5 in the secondary market and earning the 
dlffcr("'r"lC('. 
6. What is Important about observed financial t ime series] 
The stylised facts, which are time scrl('S have autocorrelations which d ie out very 
Quiddy, volatilities are d usrered, volumes traded are correlated in the S<lme way as 
volatilit ies, the price yesterday Is negatively corrC!lated w ith the volati lity. There is 
no model which satisfies all the styl ised facts all the time yet . There is evidence 
that Simp e agent models, such as one which has only a technIcal investor and a 
fundamental ,nvestor, allows one to reproduce time series which satisfy most o f 
the stylised facts most of the lime. Value Investors Introduce negative auto 
correlatlons, wh,le technoc:aJ Investors Introduce positive auto correlauons. These 
typica lly cancC!l out on the sho1: term, yet lead to bursts of volatil ity and long-term 
cydes In the priceS themselves. 
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FlGUR.E lO : Affl ~lT'f D).O,t;AA .. DUl.IIIG wITH IH[ F...cTatS p·ElnAI~I .% TO THE GlIOO~[)ffi RESEAltrn QUESTION, 
Subject matter (Factor) Measure of performance 
Need for ~sitive economic growth Mal1\et confidence levels 
Urr(",rtdin aboul prk.", allveTs Uncertalnty'"=c-____ ~ _ _:I 
Subjectivity regarding news flow Subjective biases 
Price volatility is key :~~:;;;;:v~Olatil ity 
Markets drwen by sentiment Sentiment 
Fi~~ndal markets halle recurring Mal1\et cyd'",oi'" J 
~~--------------------------~ 
I Sentim<>nl I Stblo><tI ..... -.. • I I 
Ell UlC<rl"inty lIo"'ll1lty Ell 
• 

A pPE NDIX 3 
Asset Manilger 
OI'IlGSA",,== 
Sdnklln In vt!!> ll11 ~ll l 
Cash manigement 
?n 
L AUM R(M ) 
-• 
• 
I~ • • <l_~t .. tum< 
I~? 
Appendix 4 
Do yO" believe that " '" Company representatives response ,nvestment company you have
the ability to outperform your l evel 1 coding 
benchmarks " !he market level II coding itself, over time? level III coding 
Company ft (randomly sefected, 
With no correfaaon to AUM) 
1 Yes, we definitely are able to outperform the 
market We h,we dedicated research analysts With 
uniaue insiqhts into company valuations. 
2 Absolutely, we outperform over time, just look at 
our trilCK record. Why would anybody invest With 
another investment company? 
J Yes, I think so, because we have bedded down 
our investment orocess throuah t ime. , Defini tety, we are great stod<. pickers, with tM 
ability ta Identify companies with superior growth 
• prospects befare the rest of the market. 
S Of course yes, we have talented Individuals With 
diverse sk ill sets which allow us to switch between 
growth and value marke t cycles without missing 
0 nities. 
6 Yes, as a mult i manager we gain access to the 
best of breed across e;-.;ery market nome 
Irrespective of what phase the market is in. 
7 Yes, we believe that consistent and Significant 
excess returns Gln be generated over the long 
term by using a well chosen blend of Sk ilful 
investment managers who, on thei r own d,stonct 
wavs exolo it market inefficienoes. 
8 Certainly, based on the depth of resources, our 
teams experience and our risk management 
(.;lpabll itJes 
9 Yes, we pnde ourselves on our focused, nimble 
investment boutiques, backed by extenSive 
infrastructure and a alobal brand. 
10 Sure, we are an aspirationil l brilnd with qUillity 
I 
Individuil ls, who ilfe able to deliver sustained 
comoetitive investment results. 
1.,0 
Affinity Diagram 
Subject matter (Factor) Measure of performance 
Overconfidence effect Overconfidence effect 
Market cycles Market cycles 
Investment process Investment process 
Stock pickers Stock pickers 
Talented individuals Talented individuals 
tO~"""O"mo]J'"'L"'me ..____________ .Qou,"merlonnoverti~ 
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B.lscd on my findIngs dunng the grounded research, I CtlfTle to ltlc concius'on tI1i1t 
cash m311(1gement was tot<IlIy neglected by Investment profeSSIOnals. This 15 to their 
detriment In my opinIon. [ therefore came up Wlttl a sccnano to test whcthcl it was 
POSSible to ge11C1"atc positive returns. even with a "poor~ Investment process whiCh 
only had a hit rate of 40%. The scenilllO was tlJn in Mallab. [ enlisted the iIS~StdllCC 
of a colleague, Dr Tim Gebbte to assist With coding my speafic<ltlOns Into Matlab. The 
code for the scen<Vio which may be replicated Is: 
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Are Investment professlO!llals at Puturegrowth asset management aware of 
the factors which drive Investment performance? 
In this paper, I consider whether the investment professionals at Futuregrowth Asset 
Management are aware of the factors which drive investment performance. 
The paper begins by contextuallsing the company as a specialist asset manager. The 
concept of a specialist asset manager is defined and expanded upon, with reference 
to the areas of speciality in which each of the investment teams focus their attention. 
Since the Investment world is dynamic, with multiple factors impacting on 
performance and risk simu~neously, the Isolation and exploitation of one specific 
factor is near impossible. For that reason, the concern arises that the investment 
teams are not aware that various factors need to be considered simultaneously in . 
order to make sense of the invesb'nent world and that focus on one area could have a 
negative impact on investment returns. I state the basis for this observation in the 
form of various statements, some objec.tlve and others subjective. This concern is 
then presented in the form of a causal loop diagram. 
Emerging from the concerns in the casual loop diagram, various practical problems 
are identified, which' are then posed as a practical question In order to better 
understand the system under consideration. The practical question asks the group of 
partiCipants in the survey to: provide the current price level of various financial market 
variables. The group of individuals selected to take part in the survey is drawn from 
across the different specialist invesb'nent teams within the company. The questioning 
took place without prior warning, avoiding anticipation and preparation for the 
questions that may be asked. In addition, a few non-Investment professionals were 
Included in the study as a reference point to allow comparisons with respect to 
investment professionals and support staff. 
The outcome from the practical questions posed was that the concerns raised were 
valid and that further Investigation was reqUired. 
The practical problem being dealt with was subjective In that I started with my 
perceptions of what maybe a problem and then attempted to understand the 
situation by observing data based on a sample test. For this reason, I used grounded 
theory, as explained by Strauss and Corbin (1990): 
A grounded theory Is one that Is Inductively detived from the study of the 
phenomenon it represents. 71Iat Is, It Is discovered, developed, and provisionally 
• , f. 
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verified through systematic data collection and analysis of data pertaining to that 
phenomenon. Therefore, data collection, analysis, and theory stand in reciprocal 
relationship with each other. One does not begin with a theory, then prove it Rather, 
one begins with an area of study and what is relevant to that area Is allowed to 
emerge. (p. 23). 
The point of deparbJre was the aeation of a group of questions, which served to 
initiate conversations with each individual who had formed part of the sample group 
. for the practical question posed. The responses from the group were tabled and 
analysed. From this study, a casual loop diagram was constructed, highlighting the 
research problem, through which a research question emerged: 
"What do the factors in the causal loop diagram (representing the drivers of 
investment performance) actually mean, and how do these factors Impact each other, 
either directly or Indirectly, via another factor and subsequently, how does this impact 
on investment performance?" 
In order to understand each of the factors, they were defined in the context of the 
study. 
In the rationale, I explore how each of the factors Impact upon each other In a multi 
factor environment and ultimately how they impact investment performance, with a 
specific focus on the field of "behavioural finance", considering the work of Charles 
Mackay and Robert Shiller amongst others. One of the key findings of behavioural 
finance is that investors make investment decisions based on company specific issues, 
while omitting to take into account their total portfolio exposures. 
In addition to behavioural finance, I consider the "rational beliefs" hypothesiS 
proposed by Professor Mordecai Kurz of Stanford University. Professor Kurz proposed 
that a possible explanation for the volatility in asset pricing and a potential solution to 
certain issues In modem finance is the concept of "endogenous uncertainty." 
I go on to consider the concept of "Adaptive Markets Theory" developed by Dr. 
Andrew W. Lo, a professor at MIT's Sloan School of Management. In Lo's "adaptive 
markets hypothesis", he integrates some findings from behavioural finance and 
proposes the concept of competitive, evolutionary markets. 
In the paper, I show that investors appear to have different perceptions of what 
drives share prices. There are pros and cons to these different schools of thought, 
with apparent cycles during which they fall in and out of favour. There is a natural 
evolution to the market, with successful managers enduring (even if this success is 
merely a stroke of luck, in that their approach is suitable for the current market 
phase) and less successful managers either adapting or seeking greener pastures in 
different industries. 
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A key point to note is that when the market environment starts changing, too many 
investors hold on to the approaches that have made them successful in the past for 
too long, believing that the recent past will endure. I liken this to driving down a 
straight road, navigating solely by the rear view mirror. It works perfectly until the 
first comer is experienced. Therefore, I would suggest an adaptive Investment 
process, flexible enough to cope with changing market phases. 
The final part of the paper is an evaluation of the paper, considering the relevance of 
the proposals, the utility of the answer, followed by a statement on the validity of the 
answer and finally, a consideration of the ethics of the proposed answer. 
Key leamings I values extracted from paper 1 
1. Investment returns may be volatile through time, even when investment 
professionals with specialist focus areas apply themselves to the objective of 
~~~retu~ . 
2. Specialist investment professionals may be highly qualified and experienced, 
however, at timesj it appears that they are disconnected from reality, seemingly 
unaware of the Interconnectivity of the various factors in the financial markets and 
how these actually drive share prices. 
3. Investment professionals tend to focus on their investment thesis, wanting to 
prove the validity of their "way" of Investing, be it style, theme, analysis or 
thematic, when the actual focus should be on maximising risk adjusted investment 
returns for Clients. 
4. Behavioural biases tend to drive the way in which fund managers tend to invest 
and as such, the field of behavioural finance requires further study in conjunction 
with traditional Investment theories. 
5. Financial markets are not as efficient as the investment public think. 
Paper 2 
June 2007 
Is effective cash management the key to outperforming -the mark~? 
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In my first paper, I had a specific focus in considering whether the investment teams 
in my company were aware of what was driving investment markets and following on 
from this, the investment returns of the portfolios we manage for clients. This lead to 
a consideration of behavioural finance and how the participants in the financial 
markets were actually making deciSions, based on the feedback they were receiving 
from the finandal system of which they were a part. 
The Insights gained from my first paper lead me to revisit a topic which I have done 
previous work on and have been interested in for many years, namely, the 
investigation of whether there is real skill in the fund management space, or if it is 
possible to outperform the market through effective cash management. This "cash 
management" refers to the act of managing the cash or non-risky asset in a portfolio 
relative to the equity or risky component of a portfolio. 
The point of departure for paper two was a look at the effldent market hypothesis 
(EM H) as developed by Professor Eugene Fama. A key concept of EMH is the 
statement that it is not possible to consistently outperform the market by using 
information that the market already knows, except through luck. EMH defines 
information or news as anything that may affect share prices, which is currently 
unknown, yet may appear randomly In the future. 
Following EMH, I revisited behavioural finance, since behavioural finance studies show 
how cognitive or emotional biases, which may be individual or collective, create 
anomalies in market prices which are inexplicable via EMH alone. 
I then conSidered the work by Kahneman and Tversky, titled "Prospect theory: 
Decision making under risktl, which used cognitive psychological techniques to explain 
a number of documented anomalies in economic deciSion making. 
The brief synopsis of the financial market system from two different perspectives 
highlighted the fact that we are dealing with a complex system with multiple feedback 
loops and high levels of abstraction. The key objective irrespective of world view, 
within finandal markets, should be to maximise risk adjusted investment returns. 
My concern is that neither group is aware of the fact that their focus is on the 
investment outcome of returns, without taking into account that the system is wider 
than returns, achieved through whatever dedsion making process they choose. I am 
concerned that the risk component spedfically with respect to probability and more 
specifically cash management is being neglected. 
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"!"his concern gets highlighted in a causal loop diagram, which helps to identify the 
practical problems at hand, such as investor's confirmation bias. 
The next step was the creation of a practical question to frame the problem. For this 
purpose, grounded research was used to interview the top 10 asset managers in 
South Africa. The question I posed to each of the company representatives In order to 
get the conversation roiling was: ''Do you believe that as an investment company you 
have the ability to outperfonn your benchmarks or the market itself, over time?" 
Based on the outcome of the grounded research, I constructed a causal loop diagram 
(CLOl, highlighting the factors which impact upon the ability to outperform the market 
overtime. 
The CLO highlighted the fact that cash management was a key component of the 
system, yet investors, specifically professional investors tended to ignore this issue. 
From this observation, a research question was derived: ''Is it possible to generate 
positive retums over time, even if the investment process being used is a random 
signal?" 
In order to prove the concept, I made use of a synthetic "coin toss" to determine 
purchase or sales, coupled with reasonable capital preservation or cash management 
strategies. 
The answer to the research question was a resounding yes! The process followed to 
achieve this answer, is detailed in the paper in Appendix 2. 
The rationale in this paper explains the scenario developed and tested, with real life 
constraints to justify the answer proposed, with a few unexpected discoveries along 
the way. 
The evaluation of the paper deals with the relevance of the concern in the situation 
under consideration. The situation deals with different schools of thought with respect 
to approaching investments. The one believes that all information is in the current 
price of a share (EM H), while the other school of thought, the behavioural finance 
group is aware of the biases that exist, with particular reference to overconfidence in 
our abilities as investors. The common theme between these two apparently opposing 
world views is that there is a belief that positive investment performance or the ability 
to outperform the market is a function of being able to pick shares that will 
outperform the greater market. 
The utility considers whether the answer is useful. It is argued to be useful, since the 
answer addresses the concern, since it goes about proving that cash management 
alone, with random investment signal can generate positive returns, even taking into 
account transaction costs. 
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The rationale provides a 'valid argument for the answer, since it spells out the 
methodology applied In the scenario. It then proceeds to show the outcome of the 
scenario, which justifies the daim made that cash management can generate positive 
returns through time, even with a random Investment process. 
Finally, the question is posed as to the ethical side of my answer. I offer a systems 
thinking representation of what is occurring In the investment decision making space. 
I believe that to gauge whether my suggestions are ethical, they should be tested 
against an ethical "standard". For this purpose, I have chosen the framework 
developed by The Markkula Centre for Applied Ethics at the Santa Clara University in 
california. The framework fonns a basis for ethical decision making. 
Key leamlngs I values extnIcted from paper 2 
1. The asset allocation compOnent in fund management does not receive sufficient 
focus in the investment process. It appears that Investment professionals want to 
rather focus on picking the winning share, or a "ten bagger" share which increases 
In value more than ten fold from the initial purchase price for the share rather than 
building a sound portfolio. 
2. Effldent market hypothesis as proposed by Professor Famma can not hold true, 
otherwise it would not be possible to outperform the market Index over time. This 
is in contrast to the data which suggests that some fund managers do "beat" the 
market over time, while others under perform. If all information is known and 
represented in shares prices at all time, would all fund managers merely achieve 
the market return? 
3. The perception of risk:, real or subjective tends to impact the decision making 
process followed by fund managers. There tends to be an aversion to realising a 
loss, even if it Is the logical thing to do and take the remaining proceeds and place 
them Into a better performing investment It appears that people don't "feel" the 
pain of a loss while it is only a revaluation loss on paper, with the potential to 
recover. 
4. cash management, which is the preservation of funds in a portfolio, through 
effective mechanisms such as stop losses, or varying the portion of the portfolio 
which is exposed to the risky asset (typically equities), based in the appreciation or 
depreciation of the component investments serves to protect the capital in the 
fund and allow for compound growth over the longer term. I found that this alone 
allows for an out performance of the market, on a simulated back tested basis. 
5. There appears to be vast amounts of time spent on looking for "investment 
signal", that is where to invest, when in reality, the timing component and asset 




Managing the creation of an absolute retum fund 
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Following on from the learning of the first two papers, the next and final step in the 
process was to create an Investment product. This product would aim to maximise on 
the learnings from the research I had conducted over the years 2005, 2006, coupled 
with the knowledge gained during the writing of the first two papers I have just 
commented on, during 2007. 
As a point of departure, the evolution In the South African pension fund landscape 
over the last decade is considered. South African retirement funds have moved from 
defined benefit to defined contribution pension funds, with a transfer of risk from the 
employer to the employee. 
The paper highlights the fact that the individual now needs to take an active Interest 
and participate in their retirement planning. Actuaries still consult to employers and 
employees, yet the risk of insuffiCient funds at retirement needs to be dealt with by 
the Individual. The fact that the actuaries are now responsible for investment returns, 
since there is no fall back onto the company as in the defined benefit space, has lead 
to conservatism on their part. They tend to place people in buckets, based on age or 
life stage. What transpires is a situation whereby in the last five years of a person's 
working life, their investments are effectively In money market Instruments, with a 
small portion in bonds. this strategy proves to be stable In that the risk of capital loss 
Is substantially reduced. 
My concern lies In the fact that capital preservation Is being maximised, at the 
expense of capital growth. Furthermore, the effects of Inflation get negated in this 
passive investment approach. I am concerned that there may be life left at the end of 
a retiree's pension annuity stream. This gets highlighted with the aid of a behaviour 
over time graph, showing the effects of inflation through time. 
The relevance of this study is twofold: 
If the returns generated by any investment portfolio are less than Inflation (as 
measured by CPIX) through time, people will have insuffiCient assets to retire 
comfortably. 
Secondly, if the volatility in an investment portfolio is not adequately managed, a 
situation could transpire whereby all the returns or a large portion of the returns 
generated during the capital accumulation period in an individual's working life, may 
be forfeited In the last few years prior to retirement. 
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The next step in the process is to gain an understanding of what the perception of the 
market place would be towards an absolute return fund created to address the 
concerns raised. To achieve this end, grounded theory research was conducted. 
The data gained from the grounded theory research questions was coded and used In 
an affinity diagram, which served as the basis for an interrelationship diagraph and 
ultimately a causal loop diagram, which helped to identify the drivers in the system 
and hence the key areas of focus. 
From the interaction with the grounded research partfdpants, the following key 
research problems emerged: 
The vast majority of absolute return funds in South Africa tend to have the basic 
prindple of constant proportion portfolio insurance (CPPI), as a core principle. 
In order to gain a greater understanding of the concerns around the CPPI problem, I 
made use of force field analysiS, which highlighted the fact that during the 1987 
global equity market crash, CPPI failed dismally. 
A second problem was the issue with regards to what the correct investment returns 
benchmark should be for an absolute return fund. 
In order to generate an outcome which serves to address the points which emerged, 
a set of research questions were posed: 
1. What Is the right level to pitch decision criteria "trigger levelsR at, to maximise 
returns? 
2. What is a relevant "in-sample" test period? 
3. How much return per unit of volatility is achievable through varying asset 
allocation in an absolute return fund? 
4. What type of derivative overlays serve to accomplish this type of strategy? 
My answer takes the form rJ an enhancement to traditional absolute return funds. In 
conjunction with the traditional CPPI methodology, I introduced a strategic asset 
allocation component (SAA). this SAA component invests contrary to the traditional 
CPPI methodology In that in an excessive upward movement of the equity component 
in the fund, the SAA strategy would attempt to capture this excessive volatility. To do 
this, the fund would have to sell into the strength of the equity market component 
within the fund, once a certain trigger level was breached on the upside. Conversely, 
the fund would be required to purchase equities in a market which had fallen 
excessively, once the trigger level had been breached on the down side. As I ran the 
data, it emerged that a further refinement could be introduced in the form of a 
passive buy and hold (BH) strategy. 
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The whole process was an iterative one, with greater levels of efficiency being 
achieved with each new optimisation. The key concept of the simulation fund was: 
). It combined "trend following" (CPPI) strategies with "contrarian" (SAA) strategies 
and passive strategies (BH). 
). The strategy selection was dependant on the magnitude of the equity holding 
component moves within the fund. 
). The fund would be rebalanced on a quarterly basis, with the magnitude of 
movement in the equity component holdings in the fund determining what 
strategy would be implemented. 
The primary focus of this new absolute return fund (ARF) was: 
). To aeate a reduction in the levels of volatility experienced in the funds returns. 
). Manage the downside risk that the fund may suffer. 
). Generation of retums in excess of inflation, with volatility levels less than the 
equity market. 
In the paper, I detail the instruments used, and the investment methodology. 
The rationale takes the form of empirical data, applying the proposed methodology 
over a ten year period. 
In my opinion, a relevant "in-sample" test period was ten years; however, this time 
period needs to Include times of extreme volatility. 
The justification for this assertion lies in the fact that for any absolute retum fund to 
consistently meet and exceed its stated investment objectives, it would have to 
weather various "stormy periods". 
I chose the period from 1995 to 2005, since during this time period, the simulation 
would encounter: 
). Extreme currency volatility during 2001 
). Three market crashes 1997 - the emerging markets CrisiS, 1998 - the 
Russian debt default and 2000 - the dot com bubble bursting. 
). A rampant bull market lasting from 2003 - ? 
The results achieved over the test period were positive, in excess of the stated 
benchmark, with a lower level of volatility. The simulation proved the point that the 
combination of the CPPI, SAA and BH strategies yielded a greater retum than the 
simple implementation of a pure CPPI strategy. 
Based on the success of the simulation, I made a proposal to my company's board, 
which was favourably received, which lead to the creation of an absolute return fund, 
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making use of this methodology. The performance of this real fund is included in the 
paper, coupled with thorough risk decomposition. 
From the investment return statistics, it is evident that the strategy delivers the 
intended objective, namely, returns In excess of inflation with low levels of risk in the 
form of volatility. 
The concern put forward in this case has been shown to be relevant in the situation at 
hand. The concern that absolute return funds have been based on the principals of 
CPPI, which falls short of the investment objectives in times of continued market 
declines, has been dealt with in the form of an adaptive constant proportion portfolio 
Insurance solution in conjunction with appropriate derivative overlays. 
From a utility perspective, the answer serves the purpose for which the concern came 
about. I believe that the fact that I have created a fund, based on the answer serves 
to prove that the solution has Utility. 
The rationale provides a valid argument for the answer, since It spells out the 
methodology applied in the scenario. It also shows the actual performance of the 
answer over the simulated ten year period and the actual investment of seed capital 
In the period since January 2006 up to the present day. The credibility of the answer 
lies In the fact that the theory I have provided has been tested in the actual WOrld, 
with real funds, outside the sterile world of custom fitting solutions perfectly to past 
learnings. I believe this is therefore a valid solUtion, beyond the realms of data 
mining. 
On the ethical front of my answer, I believe that it is ethical. The basis upon which I 
live my life is that ethics should be the platform upon which all decisions are taken. I 
know this appears idealistic; however, we need to set the standards high, if we want 
a viable, sustainable environment. Ethics should serve as a regulation tool by which 
we interact with our environment and as such, the financial world needs to be 
approached from this perspective, since the financial markets are effectively a 
complex, adaptive, ecological system with multiple levels of feedback. 
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Key leamlngs I values extracted from paper 3 
1. Defined conbibution pension funds appear to provide greater benefit for 
employees, since they are able to detennlne conbibution levels and in certain 
Instances have a hand In detennining In which asset dasses their pension gets 
invested Into. However, in reality, the move from defined benefit to defined 
conbibution has shifted the responsibility for a potential pension shortfall upon 
retirement from the employer to the employee. This has happened without 
appropriate training and education being provided to pension fund benefidaries. 
From a purely capitalistic perspective it could be argued that company balance 
sheets will now be in a better position, since they will not have to provide for a 
potential liability in the form of a pension short fall, however, a far greater concern 
should be the fact that now an even larger portion of the retired population is not 
going to be self sufficient and in tum dependent on the state. 
2. It makes sense to protect capital in the years reading up to a person's retirement; 
however, total risk aversion means that any potential upside to be experienced 
through exposure to equity markets Is negated. A controlled exposure, through a 
suitable asset allocation' diversifying strategy will add value. 
3. Inflation is the enemy of all pension funds. The actual return on an invesbnent 
portfolio is irrelevant if it is not producing returns in excess of inflation over the 
long tenn. 
4. A slight adaptation to philosophy that appears to be fatally flawed can result in a 
new strategy that actually provides the desired result. I took traditional constant 
proportion portfolio insurance (CPPI) principles, which tend not to work and 
adapted them to create a solution which delivers appropriate risk and return levels. 
5. Choosing the right benchmark against which to manage an absolute return fund is 
paramount. This comes through in the level of risk Incurred as a result of the 
returns being targeted. 
